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TEA AND TALK: THE STORIES OF STUDENT NURSES 

ABSTRACT 

PATTY J. ELLISON, MSN, RN, FNP-C 

MAY 2000 

Th e purpose of this phenomenological study was to ex1Jiore the development of 

role self confidence in student nurses. Twenty-eight senior student nurses from two 

baccalaureate programs were interviewed individually or in groups via semi-structured 

interviews to obtain student nurses' perspectives of the realities of self confidence in the 

nursing role. Data were analyzed using Spiegelberg' s {1960) method of 

phenomenological analysis to identifY essences and particulars in student interviews. 

Students negotiate multiple events during matriculation in nursing school to 

develop role self confidence. Role self confidence is constituted by the process of ongoing 

negotiation which consists of interaction with others, self: or situations to attain skills. 

Ongoing negotiation is bidirectional in that it proceeds forward to events for skill 

acquisition and individuals may reflect back on the event for further negotiation or skill 

acquisition. SkiJJ acquisition is the consequence of negotiated events and incJudes, but is 

not limited to, technical skills, communication skills, knowledge accumulation, 

interpersonal interaction skills, and overcoming obstacles. Tluough events, role self 

confidence is added or subtracted dependent on student perceptions of skill acquisition. 

Events are situations in which students participate and negotiate ski!J acquisition. Events 

are multitudinous and daily for student nurses. The more successful the ongoing 
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negotiations of stud ents, th e more ski ll s are acquired ; the greater th e skills acquired. the 

g reat er the development of role self confidence. The development of role self confidence is 

incremental, although not always increasing in individual events. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Fo llowing nursing school and successful licensure, a registered nurse ' s work 

involves many decisions, interventions, and communications that must be accomplished in 

a short pan oftirne (Taylor, 1995). Wl1ile nurses must possess a certain level of 

knowledge and technical expertise, there must also be a level of self-confidence that 

minimizes feelings of uncertainty and hesitancy to act. Many actions in the clinical setting 

require quick thought and action to minimize potential harm and maximize helpfulness to 

patient s. Rapid thinking requires that nurses have a ready command of information related 

to illness and treatment (Kataoka-Yahiro, & Saylor, 1994 ). Nurses must also have the self 

confid ence that they can effect change in the situation. 

AJJ nurses need the knowledge to act and the self-confidence to recognize they 

have the necessary knowledge, skill, and ability to act. Hesitancy and/or not knowing what 

to do on the part of students or practicing registered nurses can cause life-threatening 

events in some nursing situations. Therefore, student nurses must graduate with an 

accurate self appraisal that must be neither over inflated nor under acknowledged. Student 

nu rses often are involved in situations in which they do not have a sure sense of how to 

act o r even of the range of ways in wbich they might act (Laschinger & MacMaster, 

1 992 ). Yet. during their education and practice, students gain some degree of confidence 

in their ability to fun ction in the nursing role. Knowledge about nursing students ' 

ex-periences of gaining self confidence in professional nursing roles can provide insights 



that would be usetld in identifying educational strategies that would facilitate role 

tran sition . 

Problem of Study 

Self confidence in the nursing role is acquired through education and e>..'J)erience. 

The purpose of this phenomenological study was to describe the experiences of nursing 

students in developing the self confidence required for professional nursing roles. 

Rationale 

Nursing education is concerned \'Vith teaching students to establish collaborative 

patient-nurse relationships, problem solve, acquire technical nursing skills, collaborate 

\'Vith other health care professionals, and apply a body of knowledge related to disease 

processes (Scheetz, 1989). Nursing education is intended to culminate in the graduation of 

students prepared to be safe practitioners and successfully negotiate the required licensure 

exam. As practice areas such as critical care, labor and delivery, and emergency 

departments increase in complexity, the task of nursing education becomes even more 

challenging (AACN, 1999). 

To prepare student nurses for safe practice is a strenuous process that can be 

overwhelming. Not only are students expected to acquire knowledge, but they are also 

ex'J)ected to apply it. Technical skill attainment requires manual and physical dexterity and 

engenders stress when the time comes to utilize these skills with "real patients. " Much 

emphasis is placed on making few mistakes because human lives are in the l1ands of the 

students (Pagana, 1988). 
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Proficient communications skills require practice and time. Nursing instmctors 

tend to be demanding. Patient interaction can be formidable (Pagana, 1988). 

Communication with strangers related to bowel habits mination menses and sexual 
' ' ' 

habits is uncommon. Nurses in clinical sites are harried and have little time for students. 

Some nurses are openly resentfill of students; some nurses work in areas that are 

habitual1y short staffed; and patient acuity levels continue to increase. The net effect of 

these factors is that nurses have less time to mentor student nurses. 

Often peers are fiiends, but they can also be competitors and sources of 

unex-pected stress. Students' families can be less than tolerant of the time required for 

study and clinical. Non-nursing-student friends can be less than supportive of needed study 

time and the student can be conflicted about required study time. Only through planning 

and careful organizing can students successfully navigate nursing school. The end result is 

that nursing students sometimes feel stressed and inadequate. 

Greater knowledge about the developmental process students undergo as they 

attain essential knowledge, skills, and confidence could facilitate promotion of student 

uccess in nursing programs. Effective curriculwn planning requires that faculty meet the 

needs of developing students. Faculty engaged in cuniculwn development must determine 

which courses and content are essential, the optimum sequence for learning experiences, 

the nature of Clinical learning and the best teaching methods to assure that students are 

prepared for entry into practice (Bell, 1991 ). 

In order to effectively educate and mentor students, a better understanding of the 



de elopment of nursing role confidence in student nurses will enhance faculty ' s ability to 

engage in teaching methods, classroom assignments, and clinical experiences which are 

ap prop1iately gea red to the level ofthe students. Nursing instructors are attuned to the 

eriousness of the responsibility of ensuring patient safety while encouraging developing 

student . Understanding the development of student confidence can better facilitate 

alignment ofpatient needs and student developmental levels. Appropriate clinical 

assign ments can decrease the stress in the clinical setting (Beck & Srivastava, 1991 ; Beck, 

Hackett Srivastava, McKim, & Rockwell, 1997; Pagana, 1988; Williams, 1988). While 

tress was found to be high in educational programs for medicine, pharmacy, and social 

work, the h.ighest levels of stress were reported by student nurses (Becket al. , 1997). 

Peplau (1952), a nurse theorist in interpersonal relations, believed it was difficult 

to gain rapport with patients when anxiety or stress was present. She postulated that 

anxiety restricts awareness and focuses attention on the need for self approval. Students 

earching for self approval are not as aware of patients and may miss important cues for 

patient treatment. Stress has also been related to decreased learning and retention, 

increa sed physical illness, increased depression and anger, burnout and lower morale, and 

lower confidence levels (WiUiams Dale, Glucksman, & Wellesley, 1997). More 

app ropriate expectations of student nurses by faculty members could decrease students ' 

stress levels and facilitate leaming. 

Economics are an important issue in education. Nursing programs educate and 

health care faci lities employ the product of nursing education. Each year in the United 
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Stales. approximately 30,000 nurses graduate from baccalaureate nursing programs 

(AACN, 1999). At present, there is "an accelerating demand for registered nurses" 

(AACN, p. 2), and the nurses needed are those with the professional confidence and skills 

to care for patients with complex health issues. As early as the 1970s (Benner & Benner, 

1979). discu sions occurring between education and senrice have documented a need for 

nursing graduates to possess a better understanding ofthe senrice world, more skills, and 

more confidence in the professional role. 

At issue also, is the cost related to those students entering nursing programs who, 

for whatever reason , are unprepared to successfi.illy complete the licensure exam. College 

costs are rising an estimated 4% per year in public institutions and approximately 5% per 

year in private institutions (Baylor,1998). A church-related four year institution in Texas 

has estimated the last four semesters to cost the nursing student approximately $8500 per 

semester. The state-supported institution where this study has taken place is 

approximately $7200 per semester. There are financial considerations and career decisions 

that must be made by unsuccessful students and their families, but there are also financial 

burdens home by the educational system in expenditure oftime, faculty, and clinical 

resources. Because offaculty shortages, State Board requirements for faculty-student 

ratio in the clinical sites, and smaller programs, student enrollment must be limited 

(AACN, 1999). TI1erefore, one must consider also the cost related to the exclusion of 

other potentially successful students. Once students are admitted to nursing programs, 

faculty and staff have ethical and moral responsibilities to provide opportunities in which 
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. tudents may best learn (BNE, 1997). Students who must repeat courses occupy scarce 

positions that might be occupied by more successful students, require faculty to advise and 

monitor independent studies for remediation, and consume further faculty and family 

resources. 

Hospitals employing new graduates assume an economic burden of salaries for 

new graduates, an intense three-to-five day orientation with the in-house educator, and, as 

mandated by the Board ofNurse Examiners for the State ofTexas, preceptorships with 

more experienced nurses for periods of up to twelve weeks as needed by the graduate 

nurse ( BNE, 1999). During th.is time period, role behaviors such as time management, 

therapeutic communication, assessment, and psychomotor skills are refined or in some 

instances, taught. Student role socialization could be facilitated if educators had more 

insight regarding students' development of self confidence in their practice abilities. 

E ducational outcomes of confident student nurses would better correspond with health 

care facility needs for decreased personnel costs while providing personnel prepared to 

meet the complex health-care needs of patients. Nursing programs with positive outcomes 

would encourage other potential students to enter nursing, health care facilities to 

compete for those graduates, and graduate nurses less prone to job hop and bum out 

(Benner & Benner, 1979; M. Pack, personal communication, September 6, 1999). 

Phenomenology, a qualitative research method, provided an excellent tool of 

discovery regarding the development of student nurse confidence. Merleau- Ponty ( 1962 ), 

a phenomenologist rrom the French movement, proposed that we in "amazement" or 



··awe'' watch and take notice of what appears to us. He charged one to see the world as it 

is before that world is subjected to our interpretation. Phenomenology seeks the direct 

input of those presently involved in the phenomena. Therefore, student nurses were 

uniquely qualified to describe the developmental process ofbecoming confident nurses as 

th ey reflected and related their stories. 

Student nurses are involved in becoming confident nurses. In that pursuit, they 

experience ituations that depict aspiration, application ofinfonnation, attainment of 

psychomotor skills, images of failure, overcoming fears, defeating frustrations, battling 

stre , role identity building, and self evaluation. Though much has been documented 

about the factors related to self confidence in the student nurse, little has been written 

about the process of its development. Becker, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss (1961) wrote of 

the culture of medical students and their development. Sociologists, Olesen and Whitaker 

( 1968 ), studied via qualitative methods the development of students in medicine and 

nursing. The intent of this study was to watch, listen, take notice, and document what 

student nurses said, and describe the developmental process of building self confidence in 

the nur ing role. 

Theoretical Orientation 

Merleau-Ponty' s philosophy of phenomenology and perception (1962; 1964) 

provided the structu re for this study. For Merleau-Ponty, phenomenology was 

synonymous with philosophy. Merleau-Ponty ( 1969), asserted that philosophy and 

phenomenology preceded science and made one aware there were subjects, both physical 
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and abstract, to question and study. Being aware of a phenomenon is a prerequisite for 

study. The following model ofthe concept of phenomenology, derived from The Primacy 

of Perception and The Phenomenology of Perception, served to structure this study and 

th e analysis. (see Figure I) 

Merlea u-Ponty ( 1962) theorized that the consciousness is the individual's point of 

view of the world and is inhabited by perceptions and intentions. An individual's 

consciousness verifies the existence oftbe world. Consciousness, described as alertness, 

awareness, thinking, dreaming, remembering, and judging, allows one to perceive and 

interact with the surroundings via body systems, language, speech, sensations, and 

ex-ua lity. By one's presence in the world, the world and self are known and reality is that 

which is known ofthe world because one is present in the world. Schutz (1970) believed 

experiences with one another and the immediate environment gave the information needed 

to be alive and functioning in the world. That information is shaped by culture, 

community, and family. 

Intentions and perceptions reside within consciousness. Intentions encompass 

deliberately looking toward or directing attention, selves, and awareness toward a 

phenomenon. Intentions always refer to some phenomenon, and are an important 

component of consciousness and perception. Perception, a major component of Merleau

Ponty ' s philosophy and phenomenology, is defined as access to tmth, " ... to render oneself 

present to something through the body'' (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 42). Perception, 

described a the ''taking in" or one s awareness of the appearances of a phenomenon and 
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Figure 1: Conceptualization of Merleau-Ponty's Theory of Phenomenology 
Source: Author 
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its essences, occurs before one's reflection on a phenomenon and gives meaning to the 

wo rld. Essences consist of particulars and assist in describing phenomena. commonly used 

tenns include, ''in the natllre oF' and "essentially made up of' to signifY the same type of 

meaning as e sences and particulars. 

Merleau-Ponty described two stages ofreflection when becoming aware of a 

phenomenon . The first stage of reflection is the immediate awareness of a phenomenon -

' 'I see something" or "I see that. " .It may be that "something catches the eye" and entices 

one to take further notice. The second reflection is further notice of the phenomenon, 

conducted through a Jens of temporality, in which one goes through the stages of intuiting, 

analyzing, and describing before the phenomenon is added to the matrix ofmuJtiple and 

synthesized phenomena one accwnulates over a lifetime of experience. TemporaliJty, 

occllfring because one is a temporal being, consists ofthe dimensions ofpast, present, and 

fi.1ture. One 's present time is very much a part of one's past time and one's future time. 

For an analogy oftemporality, imagine an archeologist digging through several layers of 

sediment to .find treasures of the various ages. Perception's second reflection is a dig 

through layers of time and experience, and a fitting of that perception into one' s present 

time and the '\vhole" of one's experiences. 

For Merleau-Ponty ( 1964) intuiting is contemplation and exploration ofthe 

phenomenon in question. Though not e~-plicitly stated by Merleall-Ponty, intuiting is 

considered to be the beginning of analysis for phenomenology (Spiegelberg, 1960). ln the 

intense study of data. researchers think about, toy with ideas, and enjoy the process of 



thinking about the data . Data are taken apart, aligned with memories that are stined by 

the pieces of data , and then , either verbally or mentally reconstructed to make a whole. 

The description of the whole becomes the perceived pl1enomenon. 

Merleau-Ponty (I 964) defined reduction as the process oflaying aside one' s 

beliefs and kno\vn perceptions about a phenomenon so the phenomenon could be seen 

with a fresh , original outlook. The processes of consciousness, perception, intention, 

reflection , intuiting, analyzing, describing, and reduction culminated in the experience, 

which is one' s awareness of the world and its contents. 

ln this study, student nurses described their ex'J)eriences of becoming confident 

nurses. The intentions and perceptions of these students was trusted as an authoritative 

revelation of the world of student nurses and served as the beginning description of self 

confidence development in the nursing role. 

Research Question 

Through education, student nurses move from being uninitiated beginners to 

graduate nurses who possess the basic knowledge, skills, and confidence essential for 

practice. The research questions for this study incJude the following. How do student 

nurses attain self confidence in the nursing role? What are the factors that facilitate or 

hinder development of self confidence in the nursing role? 

Or:ientational Definitions 

11 

Self confidence is a broad topic and includes a general self confidence, an academic 

self confidence. and self confidence in various roles inhabited by a person. For purposes of 



thi s study, the facet of self confidence to be studied was that of self confidence in the 

nursin g role. 

I . Role self confidence included student descriptions of content and skill mastery, 

social support, physical/mental preparation, and leadership and encouragement 

(Vealey Hayashi, Gamer-Holman, & Giacobbi, 1998) as factors that contributed 

to one ' s certainty that the knowledge and technical skills needed for patient care 

have been gained. 

2. Student nurses were senior students in two baccalaureate programs of nursing 

enroJied in classes concerned with family and pediatric didactic content. 

12 

3. Facilitating factors for role self confidence were those students described as helpful 

in gaining needed knowledge and skill. 

4. Hindering factors for role self confidence were those students described as barriers 

to gaining needed knowledge and skill. 

Summary 

Nursing education involves a period of role socialization in which students learn 

new lmowledge and skills. While previous studies have indicated some ofthe stressors 

associated with education, the process of developing self confidence l1as not been fully 

investigated. The purpose of this study was to exlJiore bow students develop self 

confidence, how they learn to recognize proficiency within themselves, and factors that 

facilitated or hindered the developmental process. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVI EW OF LITERATURE 

Little has been written related to the development of role specific self confidence in 

student nurses. A better understanding of the phenomenon of developing role self 

confidence would allow faculty to maximize time spent with students by optimizing 

methodologies utiljzed for didactic and clinjcal instruction. Iilltially the literature review 

en compassed topics related to general self confidence and role specific self confidence 

particularly in tbe areas of development and skills acquisition. During the analysis phase a 

proce s of ongoing negotiation was discovered, and at that time literature on negotiation 

was reviewed. 

Self Confidence 

Selfreferent theories included a constellation oftem1s such as self confidence, self 

efficacy, and self esteem. Definitions of these tenns may overlap according to the theorist 

o r researcher who is describing the term, but the general essence of the literature was that 

self esteem is an evaluativ e perception of self worth, self competence, and self liking 

(Leonetti, 1980, p. 20, 28). Self confidence is related to cognitive appraisal of ability and 

is deriv ed from the beliefthat one is able to complete tasks and acllleve goals. Self 

efficacy. including both the cognitive appraisal of ability and self worth, is a person ' s 

j udgment rega rding th e likelihood ofperfonning certain behaviors in particular contexts. 

Self efficacy may be present in one situation , but not exl1ibited in a new, unfamiliar 

situation (Bandura, 1986). Self-competence included a sense of one' s own efficacy or 
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power; self-liking referred to one' s social wotth. It is difficult to clearly delineate one self 

referent concept from the other. The probability is great that there is integration of each in 

genera 1 belief in self 

Self-belief or self confidence can be general in which there are holistic and 

nonspecific self appraisals or may be specific in regard to situational appraisals (Sex1on, & 

T uckman, 1991 ). Student nurses matriculate from prior educational experiences to nursing 

school with a general self confidence influenced by growth and development from birth to 

their present status. Students' general self concept influences occupational choices and 

the ease or difficulty of role interactions (Sarbin, 1954) during the development of the 

professional role. The premise of this study is that student nurses arrive at professional 

schools with a general sense of self confidence and develop a specific selfbeliefrelated to 

the practice ofprofessional nursing. 

General Self Confidence 

The development of a general self confidence, according to Erikson's (1963) 

theory of psychosocial development, occurs before students enter professional schools and 

prO\·ides the base upon wltich specific self confidence in the professional role is built. 

Development of self concept begins at birth and continues through the life span, but the 

petiod from birth to adolescence is the most important time. At birth, infants learn to meet 

needs by crying, smiling, cooing, eye contact, and physical movement. If there is a 

consisten t pattern ofneed fulfillment , infants learn to trust those around them and begin to 

ex-perience feelings of control. Toddlers, given the opporttmities to safely explore and 
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make choice , leam they are autonomous beings capable of certain control. Taught self 

ca re and given appreciative feedback , preschoolers learn to risk themselves in safe · 

environments and thus build a sense of self worth. School aged ch.ildren, given occasion to 

re pond to realistic exrpectations, learn of a capable, planning self who is able to carry 

plans through to completion. Adolescents, who have been successfully encouraged to 

negotiate the previous stages, are able to survive role confusion and reintegrate a sense of 

control and trust in themselves and those around them. (p. 247-273) These stages form the 

basis for a general self concept that encourages optimal goal setting and achievement. 

Successful passage through Erikson ' s developmental stages are the bases for the self 

con fi dence in roles assumed in adulthood, whether those roles are personal, academic, or 

professional. 

lndividuals who are able to integrate the identity of the real self with the ideal self 

by mastering self-imposed or tasks imposed by others, are inner directed and can weather 

incongruity of feedback from others and self Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox 

( 1974) labeled this behavior field independent. lf adolescents are unable to survive role 

confusion and fonn self perceptions as persons of worth or value, those ind.ividuals will 

generally be outer d.irected and dependent on feedback from others to maintain the levels 

of self esteem necessary to function effectively. Witkin tenns tlus behavior field 

dependent. According to Witkin, field dependence is nonnal in earlier development, but 

continued reliance on feedback from others for esteem and self-respect indicates delayed 

development and perhaps an inability to effectively pursue one 's chosen occupation. lnner 



directed student nurses may exhibit fi eld dependent behavior on occasion, but internal 

fe elings of self wo1th will not be affected. 

Role Specific Self Confidence 
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Students enroll in nursing studies with visions of professional nursing practice and 

appra isa ls of personal aptitudes and abilities that are congruent with those preconceived 

idea . A students begin and progress in nursing studies, they learn didactic content of 

disea e processes in the classroom and during practice in the clinical setting, are socialized 

to the professional role via instructors, health care personnel, patients, and peers, and 

negotiate myriad events required of student nurses. At this point a self evaluation process 

begins, because preconceived notions regarding nursing and self appraisal of abilities may 

not be congruent (Bradham, Dahne, & Thompson, 1990; Davis & Olesen, 1964; Gunter, 

1969; Stein, 1969). The learning environment may be more demanding than anticipated 

(Olesen & Whitaker, 1968). Methods of study may have to be altered to maintain 

standards students set for themselves (Becker et al. 1961; Olesen & Whitaker, 1968). 

Procedures practiced in the skills lab may need adaptation to be congruent with those 

e~-perienced with clinical preceptors. Values imparted by faculty may differ from those in 

th e work setting, and the professional ro.le envisioned by entering students may not be 

actualized by professional role models (Stein, 1969a). Through consistencies and 

inconsistencies students must develop a role specific self confidence that encourages them 

to continue in nursing programs and provides them the ability to act quickly and correctly 

in situa tions related to professional nursing. This role specific self confidence is developed 



via academic experiences, clinical e.\:periences, reflection, socialization, and negotiation. 

Aca demic development 

Just as students come to nursing school with a general self confidence, they also 

come with a level of academic development that has influenced their self belief and 

previous scholastic successes. Student nurses' selfbelief, especially specific selfbelief, 

closely conelates with motivation, persistence, and achievement in the academic setting 
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( Sex1on & Tuckman, 1991 ). Self confident students tend to perform consistently at high 

levels irregardless ofthe situation. Bandura (1977; 1990) noted that those consistently 

performing at high levels tended to have higher levels of self-efficacy because performance 

mastery was the most important source for self e.fficacy. Students with self doubt or lack 

of self confidence performed inconsistently and needed more structure (Sexton & 

Tuckman 1991 ). High levels of self efficacy enabled optimal use of knowledge and skills 

and encouraged one to persist longer and try harder to accomplish goals (Bandura, 1977). 

In addition to high levels of self efficacy, if individuals believed ability was attainable 

rather than an inherent trait, there would be continued perceptions of self efficacy even in 

difficult situations (Bandura, 1990). Tlus belief would lead to the ability to accept clinical 

situations as a challenge rather than a threat and encourage their continued development. 

Development in the student academic role included student participation in 

learning. Students are active rather than passive participants in the learning process. They 

decide how and when to study and make choices oftime spent studying and completing 

projects reqtLired by faculty. Ln a cross sectional qualitative study, Becker et al . (1961) 
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utilized participant observation and interviews to study medical students at the University 

of Kan as. He found freshmen medical students, in a period of weeks, changed fi·om the 

perspective of attempting to learn everything to learning what the faculty wanted or what 

appeared most important. This shift in perspective was attributed to massive amotmts of 

material presented and limited time available for learning. In a tluee year longitudinal study 

of a class of nursing students(!! = 40), Olesen and Whitaker (1968) asked students how 

they managed the circumstances of unjversity life. Findings inilicated infonnal student 

communication networks apprised peers related to various classes and faculty. Students 

exercised control by deciding what and when to study and how to manage faculty. 

Students also supported one another as they gained professional values. Ultimately, 

academic development must be at a level for student nurses to meet professional state 

licensure requirements. 

Experiential Development 

Even with previous academic success, motivation, and perseverence related to 

general self confidence and cognitive levels, problem solving for nursing students may be 

difficult, causing stress and uncertainty. Students generally viewed clillical rotations as 

stressful times because oflack of experience and a fear ofharu1ing patients, taking 

respon sibility, and making mistakes. Using a Stress Inventory questionnaire reflecting 

stressors from academic financial , clinical, and interpersonal areas, Beck and Srivastava 

( 199 1) queried 94 nursing students about sources and perceptions of stress. Student rank 

ordering of stressors by percentages revealed the following: long hours of study (95% ), 
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exa ms/grades (85%), and lack of free time (75%). Si>.:ty two percent of students rated too 

much re pon sibility as a stressor. Even though clinical rotations were stressful, students 

were often more atttmed to developing technological skills and verbalized a need for more 

clinical time and more skill practice to increase their ex'])erience levels. 

Mahat ( 1998), utiJjzing the Critical Incident Technique Tool, measured perceived 

stres ors in l 07 nursing students. High stressors included injtial exrperiences in the c]injcal 

setting and performing activities such as administering injections (3 7. 8% ), providillg care 

( 29. 7% ), communicating with patients for the first time ( 18.9% ), and performing physical 

assessments (I 0.8%). Twenty percent of the students reported a fear of failing, 8% listed 

tmclear expectations as a stressor, and 48% of the students felt inadequately prepared for 

the clinical setting. 

An example of the feelings of fear and lack of experience is found in the following 

excerpt from a novice nurse. 

It was absolutely fearsome because I ilidn't have the experience to know when a 
patient needed to be coded or suctioned. There were times when they would start 
tll.is gagging and hacking and I would have to decide. 'What is tills? Is he dying, 
shocking, or seizing?' It sounds so simple when you're sitting in the cJassroom 
talking about when you need to do this or that. But until you have to decide when 
it's just you there, it 's a different story (Pyles & Stem, 1983 ; p . 53) 

Previous studies have identified methods for decreasing fear, lack of experience, 

and increasing student self efficacy. Using the Family Nursing Self-Efficacy Questionnaire, 

Ford-Gilboe, Laschinger, Laforet-Fiiesser, Ward-Griffin, and Foran (1997) asked 63 

nursing student s to describe helpful learning activities. Multiple experiences in home health 
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visits and observation of the public hea lth nurse were ranked first and second respectively 

by students. These investigators found a significant indication that self efficacy increased 

wi th repeated home hea lth visits over time (f [2,64] = 25 .5, g = 0.000). Hughes, Wade, 

and Peters ( 199 1) demon strated, via the Tennessee Self Concept Scale and the Slater 

Nursing Competencies Rating Scale that a fifteen week clinical rotation increased self 

concept and role competency in two groups of senior nursing students (g = 70). This 

synthesis of nursing practice course was responsible for a small increase in self concept 

(pretest group M = 350.48; posttest group M = 354.32; ! = 1.86, Q = 0.1 0), but a 

significant increase in role competency (pretest group M = 317.35 ; posttest group M = 

346.07; ! = - 7. 79, Q = 0.001). 

Training and experience were found to build knowledge and processing abilities 

needed by expert nurses (Maynard, 1996). Using the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 

Analysis (WGCT A), a longitudinal study of24 student nurses at the sophomore level, the 

senior !eve~ and practicing nurses demonstrated critical thinking scores did not change 

!Tom sophomore level to senior level(!=- 0.871 , no Q given) but did change significantly 

!Tom the senior level to practicing nurse(!= 2. 734, Q = 0.05). 

Vicarious and real life experience contributed to the development of ex']Jert nurses 

as described by Benner ( 1984) using the Dreyfus ( 1980) model of skill acquisition. 

Dreyfus distinguished between theoretical knowledge and skills learned experientially. The 

Dreyfus model describes development in four aspects of perfonnance as 1) changing from 

reliance on rules and abstract principles to ex']Jeriences from one' s past, 2) relying on 
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intuition as opposed to analytic, rule-based thinking, 3) perceiving a complex whole with 

relevant pa11 rather than a situation of equally relevant parts, and 4) becoming fully 

engaged in a situation rather than being a detached observer. Jn the transposition of this 

developmental model to nursing, Benner gave due credit to the need for theoretical 

knowledge gained in the classroom, but \vrote, " ... clinical practice is always more complex 

an d presents many more realities than can be captured by theory alone. " (p. 36) 

The developmental process Benner termed novice to expert moved from the 

novice and the decision-making of the process oriented model to the intuitive, reflective 

practice of the expert nurse. Between the novice and the expert levels, Benner 

characterized the developmental levels of advanced beginner, competent, and proficient 

nurse. The model is experience-based; different situations may require nurses to utilize 

skills from an earlier level; clinical judgements are refined over time with experience; and 

past-ex"J)erience repertoires are used by clinicians to become more skilled in problem 

solving. Clinical judgments ensue from clinical knowledge and should be accorded 

importance equal or greater than the acquisition of technological skills and procedures. In 

theory, tllis is one ofthe differences ofbaccalaureate and associate degree nursing 

progra ms, but students in each program are often more attuned to developing 

techno logica l skills. 

TI1e focus on technological skills is characterized in the novice or beginner level of 

the development of exlJeTt nurses (Benner, 1984 ). Novices are guided by rule-governed 

hchavior taught by nursing instructors to safely introduce them to beginning clinical 
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knowledge and judgment. Novices are desc1ibed as focusing on pieces ofinfonnation 

rather than the whole. After e>.:periencing real situations or having preceptors call attention 

to si tuations, novices become advanced beginners, learning to identifY meaningful 

characteri tic (tenned aspects) in patient settings. 

Because aspect require prior e:\.'J)erience to be recognized, advanced beginners 

need as istance in establishing priorities based on aspects noted in assessment of patient 

situations. Advanced beginners need rules to guide practice and tend to treat all attributes 

and aspects as equally important. Competent nurses begin to ex1Jerience mastery and 

possess the ability to manage context-based problems. Competent nurses have two to 

three yea rs experience in a setting and are characterized by conscious, deliberate planning 

to achieve efficiency and organization. Proficient nurses have perspectives of the whole 

of a situation and are no longer rule-driven. Prior experience in similar situations have 

taught proficient practitioners to expect typical phenomena in given situations. 

Practitioners in tbjs stage are more able to identify signjficant aspects of the clinical 

situation . Benner described expert nurses as those with extensive backgrounds of 

c."\-perience and the ability to intuitively grasp a situation without having to think about and 

discard several options. If e:\.'J)ert nurses were to transfer to an area where they had no 

c:\.-perience, they would then revert to the rule-driven, analytical style ofproblem solving. 

In a qualitative study of 130 advanced beginner, intennediate, and expert nurses 

practicing in intensive care units, Benner, Tanner, and Chesla (1992) found differences in 

cxperientialleaming, clinical knowledge development, and the manner in which nurses 



cxpres ed responsibility for patients and their role on the health care team. Advanced 

beginn ers compared clinical encounters with theoretical knowledge. 

I think the one thing 1 felt improved was just watching how a child in respiratory 
distress copes. The child was coping, and every sign or symptom that I' d ever 
lea rned in school I was seeing before me. (p . 17) 

Advanced beginners felt responsible for managing patient care, but depended on 

o th rs for assistance because they questioned their own agency. 
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It ' s so different once you get out of nursing school and you're actually responsible 
and you ' re the one that ' s going to do everything ... .It was, 'Oh my god. I'm 
responsible now. I ' m not the student just watching and observing. I have to 
actually do something'. (p . I 9) 

Ex1Jerts in famiJjar settings, grasped very qwckly the salient aspects of a situation. 

They recognized patterns, knew their recognition was correct, attempted to help others 

recognize the sintation in a similar way, and in so doing advocated for patients. 

I had a sense of what was going on and I looked at the patient and there were nvo 
things that I noticed right off one that her abdomen was very large and very finn 
and the other that her knees were mottled. I said, "She bas a dead bowel". (p. 25) 

The sense of agency of expert nurses was shown by their attention to the needs of patients 

and in their negotiation with other health care workers to meet the needs of patients. 

E:-.:p ert nurses ' past ex'Perience and reflection on that ex1Jerience afforded a sureness and a 

confidence in their professional role. 

Benner and Schon ( 1978) advocated ex1Jert guides for novices as novices move 

!To m the rule driven stage which drives their initial practice to the advanced beginner and 

to th e professional. As novices, students hesitantly perfonn care for patients because they 



have limited knowledge and role self confidence. E;•q)erts assist students to reflect on 

pa tient situations and tudent actions. In tltis manner, students build a repertoire of 

ex"J)eriences fi·om which to draw in future situations. 

Refl ection 
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Reflection , a process in which one thinks about and relives past e>.:periences, is an 

integral part of phenomenology and leaming. Boyd and Fales (1983) declared the aim of 

retrospective contemplation was to make sense out of an experience and to add that 

ex"J)erience to one's repertoire of self and world. Reflection, because it encourages self 

awareness, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, is a technique that can be utilized \vith 

student nw-ses to increase individual involvement in the learning process and thus 

enco urage life long learning. One nurse gave the following reasons for utilizing reflection 

in practi ce settings. First, reflection helps one assess the congruency of personal behavior 

and beliefs held by the practitioner and explore avenues for change if needed. Second, 

reflection prevents complacency in the everyday work nurses perform. Third, reflection 

encourages one to focus on areas of nursing care that are sometimes taken for granted. 

Fourth , reflection gives the ability to see through another' s perspective. Reflection helps 

to develop the aspects of behavior valued in nursing (L'Aiguille, I 994). 

Schon ( J 987) described three activities that fonn the concept of reflection. These 

are tem1ed kno\ving-in-action , reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action. Knowing-in

action refers to an immediate recognition of a phenomenon as a whole. Wl1en one thinks 

on the phenomenon, it may be that a description or a series of steps taken can be 
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verbalized. One may not be able to succinctly say what triggered the recognition ofthe 

phenomenon, but the recognition has implicit tacit knowledge. Professionals develop usual 

pattern of knowing-in-action that are shared by like professionals. At times, pattern 

recognition contains an element of surprise and actions that are usually successful are not. 

Surpri e in a situation then leads one to reflection-in-action. Reflection-in-action is a 

recognit ion of differentness in a situation and can be described as an on-the-spot 

experiment. (Schon I 987). Reflecting-in-action is described as that present period of time 

in wh ich our thinking about something can serve to change the manner in which we 

con tinue to act (Schon, 1987). Reflection-on-action is simply thinking over what has 

occurred and originating more skillful ways ofhandling the situations in future happenings. 

Schon ( 1987) believed that theories, such as those learned in baccalaureate 

programs ofnursing, actually become a part of reflection in action. Nursing actions, either 

consciously or unconsciously, resulted from knowledge of theories learned. Reflection is a 

process whereby one might understand the basis for one's actions. Nursing's ill structured 

problems require practitioners to utilize past experiences in finding solutions. Reflection 

can build a repertoire of ex1Jeriences from which expert nurses draw. 

It is proficient or ex'])ert practitioners of a profession who are best able to mentor 

and teach novices (Benner, 1984; Schon, 1987). These professionals with their immediate 

g rasp of a situation as a \Vhole (knowing-in-action), point out aspects of a situation. 

Through queries and interaction experts assist novices. via reflection-in-action and 

verba lizing sa lient aspects of a situation, to progress to knowing-in-action. 
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In developing nursing students, knowledge is first gained in the classroom. 

Knowledge is then translated to the clinical setting where students practice what they have 

leamed. Students taught reflection by expe1t clinicians, when surprised in patient 

encounters, are better able to transfer leaming from one environment to another. Students 

are then able to consider what might have been accomplished differently in similar 

situations. Learning the skills ofknowing-in-action, reflection-in-action, and reflection-on

action provides a tool to assist in the socialization process of nursing. 

Socialization 

Several factors affected the socialization process of student nurses. Unofficial 

influences such as family and friends (Olesen & Whitaker, 1968) and official sources such 

as faculty (Dobbs, 1988), clients (Olesen & Whitaker), practicing nurses and peers 

(Kramer, J 974 ), enabled students to acqttire professional and student roles. 

Guided practice of reflecting-in-action (Benner, 1984; Schon, 1987), via faculty or 

preceptors who serve as role models, resource persons, consultants, and supervisors, 

enabled students to learn the role of student and graduate nurse. Because the learning 

process is developmental, it is the responsibility of the mentor to discover ways of 

showing and telling so the student might understand. Students continue learning by 

actively listening, by reflectively imitating the mentor 's guidance, and by reflecting on their 

own knowing-in-action. Acquiring theory in the classroom and practice in the clinical 

setting is a necessity for the knowing-in-action needed for professional discipline and role 

socialization. 
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Socialization is multidimensional in that it requires an active participation fi·om the 

tudent, is influenced by multiple agents, and is developmental. In a three year longitudinal 

study of a class of 41 baccalaureate student nurses, Olesen and Whitaker (1968) described 

socialization ofthe student nurse in three dimensions; socialization to the student role, to 

the adult role, and to the nursing role. Each dimension was a transition requiring unique 

knowledge base and skill sets. These dimensions did not always proceed in harmony as 

students transitioned from laymen to professional. 

Anticipatory socialization for student nurses through ex')Jerientialleaming 

( Ch.ickereiJa & Lutz, l 981) or preceptorsh.ips (Dobbs, 1988) led to increased self 

confidence and competence in the nursing role (Hughes, Wade, & Peters, 1991), and 

decreased stress in the role transition from nursing student to graduate nurse (Clayton, 

Broome, & Ellis, 1989). Role stress occurred as a result of role ambiguity, conflict, and 

overload. Limited understanding of demands and expectations of roles, termed role 

deprivation, was also a stressor for graduate nurses. Using a pre-test and post-test design, 

Dobbs had nursing students(!!= 103) respond to the Nursing Role Conception Scale. 

Students who were provided a senior preceptorship experienced a significant decrease in 

role deprivation (paired! [score not given], 12 = 0.0001 ). Conversely, role deprivation for 

nursing students also generated adverse aspects in the learning environment. 

New graduates experience role stress in their transition from student to 

professional roles. Using a pretest-posttest quasi-experimental design, Clayton, Broome, 

and Ellis ( 1989 ) tested the hypothesis that a preceptorship experience for senior nursing 
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students (n = 33 ) would result in different professional socialization behaviors than those 

behaviors of students (!! = 33) in a traditional class. Utilizing a Schwerian Role Scale that 

consisted of six subscales; I) leadersltip, 2) critical care, 3) teaching/collaboration, 4) 

planning/education, 5) interpersonal relations/communications, and 6) professional 

development, these authors found tittle difference in the behavior of the two groups at the 

time of the practicum ex-perience. However, six months later the professional socialization 

behavior of the preceptor group was much greater than the non precepted group in all 

areas except critical care and professional development (Preceptor group scores M = 34.2 

vs 32.4, 1 = - J .67, J2 = 0.11 for professional development ; M = 32.5 vs 29.6,! =- 2.44, Q 

= 0.01 for teacb.ing; M = 41.6 vs 37. 9, 1 =- 2. 77, J2 = 0.008 for interpersonal relations; M 

= 17.4 vs 15.3, ! = - 2.95, Q = 0.004 for leadership ; and M = 23.4 vs 20.2, ! =- 2.71 , Q = 

0. 009 for planning/evaluation). 

Role modeling by faculty and preceptors is an important part of role socialization. 

Students who learn actualization of the role under tutelage have less disequilibrium upon 

entering the work field. ln a qualitative, longitudinal exploratory design, Reuter, Field, 

Campbell, and Day ( 1997), studied 50 students during their four years in a nursing 

program. Over the course of the program, students accepted the professional role as 

modeled and taught by faculty and preceptors. Students also actively interacted in 

classroom and clinical situations to define their role. These investigators identified a 

developmenta l process much like that Benner described (1984). First year students were 

described as learning the ideal, fairly passive in their learning, with less need to adapt to 
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unique situations. Second year students were confronting the reality ofhow much 

knowledge and skills are needed to practice nursing. Students did not yet trust their 

judgment but were beginning to recognize their developing competence. Third year 

students were becoming more comfortable and more interactionist in learning from clinical 

practice. These students had a greater repertoire of skills and were more confident in their 

ab ility. Fourth year students were preparing for the time when they would practice as 

professionals and learning was focused on what was needed for that time. One fourth year 

student description ofthis stage follows. 

This is my last chance, my last year, my last term to be able to still use my student 
status as an excuse or justification for why I don 't know certain things. (p.l53) 

Socialization is an important process in which student nurses learn ethics, 

knowledge, skills, and confidence to enter the service field. Role modeling by preceptors 

and faculty, preceptorships with expert clinicians, and additional clinical experiences are 

means by which stress in role transition is delimited, role deprivation reduced, and the 

professional mantle passed from one generation of"nurses to the next. During the 

socialization process, students are interacting with mentors and others in the health care 

field to develop their professional selves. 

Negot iation 

Negotiation is interaction between two or more parties for the purpose of gaining 

some objective(s) for one or both parties. Negotiation is variously defined as a process of 

communication with the purpose of reaching agreement (Tracy, 1995 ), bargaining with the 
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intent of compromise (Flanagan, 1991 ), a field of knowledge focusing on gaining favor 

when something is desired (Cohen, 1984 ), a life process that considers every desire and 

need an occasion for negotiating (Nierenberg, 1973), an everyday ex"Perience (Smeltzer, 

1991 ). mechanism for managing interdependence (Kumar, 1997), and a back-and-forth 

communication to reach an agreement (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991). Negotiation is 

utilized to avoid head-on competition ; its objective is agreement (Smeltzer, 1991) and it 

proceeds in cycles with some progression and some regression (Kumar, 1997). 

Negotiation is usually prescribed in some manner by social order (Strauss, 1978) that 

gives direction as to who holds what position and what rights are inherent in that position. 

Position can be thought to be synonymous with power, but Cohen ( 1980) bas described 

power as the "capacity or ability to get things done. " (p. 51) 

In nursing literature, much is written related to advanced practice nurse 

negotiations, mtrse manager negotiation, collective bargaining for union members, and 

nurse-patient negotiation for care. Negotiation is concerned with advanced practice nurses 

and/or nurse managers negotiating for status, financial remuneration, and for insurance 

payments (Beare, 1989). Nurse administrators are concerned with managing personnel and 

encouraged to utilize win-win solutions iu conflict resolution (Jones, Bushardt, & 

Cadenhead, 1990; Snyder-Halpern & Cannon, 1993). Nurse collective bargaining for 

union membership is being touted as actually facilitating better patient care and services 

(Flanagan, 1991 ). Nurses and patients negotiate for levels of interactions with therapeutic 

outcomes a goals (Ramos, 1991 ). Nurses initiate negotiation with parents ofhospitalized 



children for levels of care provided (Callery & Smith, 1990). Too, there is the collective 

bargaining literature of corporations and nations, but there is nothing fOtmd in present 

literature related to student nurse negotiation for confidence in the nursing role. 
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Two basic types of negotiation are described in the literature as cooperative and 

competitive (Smeltzer 1991 ). Cooperative negotiations, called win-\vin (Cohen, 1980) or 

mutual gains (Weinstein & Uikel, 1995), anticipate maintaining or building relationships. 

Competitive negotiations, sometimes called "dance of Soviets" or win-lose (Cohen, 1980), 

positional bargaining (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991), or coercion (Steele, 1989), often 

begin at extreme initial positions and have little or no intent to maintain or build 

re lationships. 

Cooperative Negotiation 

Building new relationships or maintaining relationships is an important factor in 

cooperative negotiations. Using an analogy of a carpentry skill called dovetailing, one can 

easily describe cooperative negotiations and relationship maintenance or building. 

Dovetailing is a special construction technique for well-crafted furniture in which joints 

are fitted together like puzzle pieces for strength and durability. For cooperative 

negotiations, participants examine issues for shared interests and attempt to dovetail those 

interests for outcomes to benefit each party. 

Mutual gains negotiations (Weinstein & Uibel, 1995) was utilized to negotiate a 

labor contract between nursing and management at Stanford University Hospital in 199-l. 

TI1is negotiation involved two levels of negotiating teams. The first team was the 
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bargaining team and consisted of members fi·om each side of the issues. The second team, 

composed of individuals throughout management and staff, provided exrpertise, 

infonnation and advice to the bargaining team. Interest groups fonned in various areas of 

the hospital allowed staff personnel the opportunity to voice concerns and possible 

solutions. Interest groups met for the purpose oflisting problems and posing potential 

solutions. Second team took the work of the interest groups and presented it to the first 

team ofbargainers. 

The accomplishments of this bargaining approach included the following; 1) each 

side, administrators and staff, were allowed to present issues as equals, 2) first team 

prioritized the issues with advice from second team, and 3) the package of recommended 

changes was submitted to each side for approval. Neither management nor staff achieved 

all stated goals, but inherent in the process was building trust that allowed for a continuing 

relationship . Cohen ( 1980) calls trust a umversallubricant because trust lends itself to 

mutual vulnerability. When groups or individuals are mutually vulnerable, there is 

opportunity to find out mutual needs and look for ways to meet the needs ofboth groups. 

For successful cooperative negotiation Cohen believes three things are necessary; 

experience, infonnation, and being able to take the role of the other. Experience is the first 

necessity. One must be acquainted with human beings and factors that cause human beings 

to act in certain ways. Karras ( 1991) states that people are predictable; that all people 

have goals, needs, and perceptions. People react in patterns which have been successful 

for them in the past ; their values do not change; peoples' behavior makes sense to them; 
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people act in accordance with their OWil best interests; and predictions are only guesses. 

T he econd necessity is infom1ation . To successfully negotiate a cooperative solution, 

pa11ies must be willing to share infonnation with one another. What does each side truly 

desire and hope to gain? Tl1e third necessity is one 's concept ofthe other' s role; ofbeing 

able to put one s self in another' s place. How one perceives a situation colors what is 

viewed as an equitable solution. Cohen (1980) advises to "come on like velvet, not coarse 

sandpaper. " (p . 154) 

Competitive Negotiation 

Competitive negotiation utilizes emotional tactics or bluffs, view concessions from 

the other party as weakness, are stingy in concessions, tend to ignore deadlines, and are 

win-lose situations (Cohen, 1980). Competitive negotiation is sometimes termed positional 

bargaining (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991) and has negative outcomes such as: 

1) unwise agreements because one party attempts to save face, 

2) inefficiency because one side must yield and there is little incentive to move 

the process forward, 

3) tends to battle and relationsltips suffer, 

4) portends dominant positions and one party chafing, and 

5 ) can cause coalitions that further deter the process. 

Sometimes tactics utilized in competitive situations are less than honest. Deliberate 

deception, psychological warfare, and positional pressure attacks are included in the less

than- hon est list (Fisher et al ., 1991 ). Deliberate deception may include phony facts and 
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intentions calculated to gain control in a negotiation. Psychological warfare can be tactics 

uch as the follo\'\.~ng : 1) ubjection to physical surroundings that are less than 

comfOJtable· 2) personal attacks in which opponents refuse to listen to the other party; 3) 

making the opposing party wait; 4) commenting unfavorably on the opposite party' s 

appearance· andlor 5) pre sure through threats. Positional pressure tactics are refusal to 

negotiate escalating demands, or use of the take-it-or-leave-it attack. Parties in 

competitive negotiations practice use of power in multiple manners. 

Power is not good or bad, but a neutral manner to get from one place to another. 

Power, according to Karras ( 1992), is primarily a state of mind. Karras described eight 

basic principles of power as the following. Power is relative; it may be real or apparent 

with apparent exerting more influence. Power may be exerted without action. It is always 

limited by situation, government, ethics, or future competition; and is limited by its 

acceptance or rejection by the second party. Power cannot be separated from its means, 

always carries cost and risk, and changes over time. (p. 57-58) 

In writing of corporations and employees, Coleman ( 1973) wrote of power as the 

right to use resources. Power can be given by individuals to corporations and in return, 

individuals receive the right to benefit , which Coleman then desc1ibes as the right to gain 

fi-om the use of that power. An individual can then join a coalition, such as a union, to 

regain power but the power of the individual decreases as the power of the coalition 

Increase . 

Sources of power include rewards, punishment or non-reward. legitimacy, 
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commitment. knowledge, competition, uncertainty and courage, time and effort, and 

bargaining skill (Karras, 1992). In order for power to be effective two things must occur; 

the bargainer must know or believe he has power and the opponent must believe the 

bargainer has power and accept the bargainer' s authority. Power influences others and can 

be utilized to increase self-esteem (Karras, J 992). Karras believes individuals have a set 

pattem of responding to power that is based on early experiences, but Fisher, Ury, and 

Patton ( 1991) wrote that negotiating power is relative and depends upon the 

attractiveness of not reacl1ing an agreement. These authors suggest that when faced with a 

powerful negotiator, one ' s plan should be to formulate a best alternative to a negotiated 

agreement. 

A grovving belief in one ' s power leads to competence in new situations and 

increased self esteem. Human desire for self determination results in attempts to influence 

others. To influence others, one must know about the needs and desires ofthose others. 

Social Order 

Nierenberg ( 1973) suggested that negotiators needed to study humans because 

humans were the ones with the need to negotiate. Strauss (1978), a sociologist, described 

negotiation ' s relationship to social order in a negotiated order theory. In a critique of 

other works by sociologists, Strauss' s (1978) perspective is that "social orders are always 

in some sen se also negotiated orders .... " (p. xi) Social order arises tluough a process of 

ongoing negotiation and describes who takes what position, who does what, to whom, 

and how (Gerson, 1976). Strauss tenns this order stmctural process and states structural 
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processes must be discovered in each unit that is analyzed. Structure in this sense is not 

fixed. but a process whereby structural conditions can change as interactions occur. 

Structural conditions do not usually change rapidly, but over time due to consequences of 

interactions. Structural processes and conditions constitute the structural context within 

which negotiations occur. 

Olesen and Whitaker ( 1968) analyzed the social order of nursing education in the 

1960s by describing nursing education at that period oftime. Their study characterized 

nursing education as three types, diploma, associate degree, and baccalaureate 

preparation and wTote of the values inherent in each, what position students held in each 

arena, and what types of interactions were expected of nursing students in each program 

type. 

Structural contexts are considered to be larger than negotiation contex1s (Strauss, 

1978). Negotiation contex1s pertain. to interactions among parties and describe the 

participants, arena, and other properties of particular negotiations. Individual negotiations 

do not change structural context, but repeated negotiations can have effect on structure. 

Negotiation context was portrayed in Olesen and Whitaker's (1968) study even 

though the word negotiation was not used. These authors wrote oflegitimation by others 

of nursing students and by students themselves. Olesen and Whitaker described processes 

by w hich legitimation occurred such as with instructors for student perfonnance of skills 

and with patients to give credence to students that they were nurses. Students negotiated 

\vi th themselves to select patients that challenged them and thus add additional legitimacy 
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to their c laim of being nurses. Students negotiated for boundaries ofwhat nursing was. 

In case studies, Strauss ex-plored negotiations ' special features in organizations, in 

politics, in building cooperative structures such as the Common Market, in compromises 

within social orders such as bridewealth negotiations, and in changing structural contexts 

such as the negotiations between the Soviet and American governments over the Balkan 

countties. Strauss concluded that negotiation occurred in many social orders and was at 

times tenned persuasion, coercion, or education. 

Negotiation is pervasive. Nierenberg (1973) has written it is ofmen. Strauss 

( 1978) discussed negotiation as taking place in mental hospitals, foreign country 

agreements, corporations, and judicial systems. Becker et al. (1961) and Olesen and 

Whitaker ( 1968) have written of medical and nursing students interacting to ultimately 

gain professional status in their chosen field. 

Swmnary 

The developmental transition fi·om student to graduate nurse is influenced by 

several factors. First, students enter nursing school with a general self confidence that 

developed through interactions with others from birth to the present. Second, students 

develop a role self confidence influenced by academic development, ex'])erience in the 

clinical setting, reflection on perfonnance, socialization, and negotiation. The outcome is 

graduate nurses prepared to assume roles and gain satisfaction from their chosen 

profe sion . 



CHAPTER 3 

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF DATA 

The phenomenon e:<~:plored in this descriptive phenomenological study was 

development of role self confidence in nursing as described in student nurse ex")Jeriences in 

nursing chool. The students related to the researcher lived happenings and their 

perceptions of those events. The stories of the student nurses were the realities as they 

were perceived. The researcher ''watched" these lived happenings for particulars (phrases, 

key tenns, thoughts, and ideas) that built the essence or the ''wbatness" of what it was to 

develop as a student nurse. Via these described essences, a description ensued of the 

combined realities of the developing student nurse role self confidence. 

Setting 

The settings for this phenomenological study were two baccalaureate nursing 

schools in the eastern and Gulf Coast regions ofTexas. One nursing department bas 

approximately one hundred students enrolled in an university of approximately 12,000-

13,000 students. The physical location ofthe interviews with students was the researcher' s 

office located in a comer of the nursing building near the classrooms. Only the researcher 

and the student were present during the interviews. Each were seated at a small table that 

held the cassette recorder, the consent fonns, writing pens, a pad of paper, a plate of 

cookies. and cups for tea . TI1e table provided an accessible place for the student to sign 

the consen t form s. Small courtesies of food and drink helped in researcher acceptance by 

the respondents and provided a comfortable way to begin the conversation ofthe 
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interview. 

Because the researcher was a member of the setting in which the major portion of 

the resea rch will take place, another nursing department that has approximately 400 

nursing students enrolled in an university of approximately 8000 students was utilized, 

al o. The physical location for the interviews for this campus was a classroom reserved 

for the interviews. Chair desks and a small table were placed there for the convenience of 

the interviewer and the students. The table provided an accessible place for students to 

sign the consent forms, a surface for the audio tape recorder, a plate of cookies or muffins, 

cups for tea, pens, and a pad of paper. 

Population and Sample 

The population for thjs study were a group of nmeteen seruor nursing students 

enrolled in a pediatric nursing class taught by the researcher and twenty five nursing 

students enroUed in a family nursing class in another university. Students in the first group 

were required to study peiliatric nursing and the researcher' s class was the only pediatric 

eta ss offered. 

The sample selection criteria was nursing students in the respective c1asses who 

volwlteered and were able and willing to communicate their experiences as a student 

nurse. In qualitative research the customary manner to predict the number of respondents 

needed for an adequate sample size is to replicate the numbers of similar studies (Morse & 

Field, 1985; Morse, 1995). Windsor ( 1987) interviewed nine students twice for a total of 

eighteen interviews to describe nursing students' perceptions of clinical ex')Jerience. Davis 
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and Deatrick ( 1988) interviewed 34 students to identifY student expectations and 

eva luations of home visits. The best estimate for sample size in this study and population 

was approximately twenty interviews and ten reflective diary ent1ies. The pilot study 

consisted of four interviews and four reflective diaries for an estimated total of twenty to 

twenty four interviews and fourteen reflective diaries. 

The sample was selected based on the criteria of appropriateness and adequacy 

(Morse, 1995 ). Appropriateness was defined as a sample selected according to the 

infonnant 's knowledge of the subject. Sampling continued until it was considered 

appropriate. Adequacy occurred when new information was no longer encountered. 

Sampling occurred until it was considered adequate. These factors increased the validity of 

the data analysis (Morse, 1985). The quality and sufficiency ofthe data obtained in the 

interviews with the students was continuously scrutinized for a need for additional 

infonnation and additional questions to illicit that information. Because it was important 

for the researcher to hear it all (Morse, 1 995), the researcher was attentive and gave 

recognition to positive cases, negative cases, and outliers. This type of data accomplished 

the detailed description desired in phenomenological research. The ease with which one 

develops a comprehensive theoretical model is directly related to the saturation of data 

(Morse, 1995). 

Protection of Hmnan Subjects 

This study was approved by the Texas Woman's University Hmnan Subjects 

Review Committee. (Appendix A) Potential risks include a loss of confidentiality, 
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emotional up et when refl ecting on distressing situations, embarrassment related to 

revelations during the interview after the interview is completed, and the anxiety of 

meeting with the researcher who is the instructor for some of the sample of students. Care 

was taken in designing the study to ameliorate or eliminate the above risks with the 

following. Confidentiality was maintained by utilizing numbers in place ofnames on 

audiotapes, transcriptions, or reflective diaries. Each piece of data was identified by 

number. Audio tapes were kept in a locked drawer and will be destroyed when the analysis 

is complete. Transcripts were typed by the researcher and a transcriptionist and were kept 

in a locked drawer unless in use by the researcher. 

Because some of the students were enrolled in a class taught by the researcher, 

pecial care was taken during the entire semester to have all student tests, papers, and 

other assignments identified only by numbers. Students selected nwnbers and made a 

master list of student names and identifYing nwnbers and gave the list to the department 

secretary. The department secretary maintained the list of student names and 

corresponding numbers throughout the semester. The researcher received only a list of 

numbers students bad chosen. Students placed only numbers on assignments during the 

semester. The researcher graded assignments and posted grades identified only by 

numbers. At the end oftbe semester, the researcher prepared grades for submission to the 

college, ask the department secretary for the list of corresponding student names and 

grades, matched the student names, numbers and grades, and submitted grades to the 

registrar. 
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The resea rcher is a nurse accustomed to using therapeutic comtmmication when 

needed, and these techniques were used with students when needed. Students were told 

th ey could refuse to answer any interview question(s). The researcher was prepared to 

tenninate the interview should emotional upset occur. Emotional upset did not occur with 

any student interviewed. 

Students were advised during the infonned consent (Appendix B) that infonnation 

shared during the interview would become patt ofthe study. Students were assured of the 

confidentiality oftbe stories they revea led to the researcher. Student interview audio tapes 

were identified onJy by number, not by name. The consent given to the student included 

the name and phone number of the sponsoring body and the name and phone number of 

the researcher. Tite student was told, both in the consent fonn reading and again after 

consent was given, that the time required for the interview was approximately one hour. 

Students were advised that it was pennissable to stop the interview at any time without 

penalty. Student permission for audio taping was received prior to continuing the 

interview. (Appendix C) 

Instrument 

Semistructured interviews guided data collection for this study (Appendix D; 

Appendix E). As interviews progressed and relevant topics were discovered, other 

questions were fonnulated (Morse & Field, 1995). A conversational tone was utilized with 

open-ended questions that encouraged respondents to explain and describe situations in a 

personal manner. Tlte first question asked the respondent to describe what it was like to be 
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a studen t nurse. FU1tJ1er questions elaborated on what it was to be a student nurse \vith 

in structor , peers, significant others, and professional nurses in the clinical setting. Probe 

questions asked respondents to give examples when possible or tell ex']Jeriences tl1at 

illustrated what was being told . 

Reflective diary entries (Appendix F) were also utilized. These structured reflective 

diarie a ked the studen ts to relate thoughts about the beginning, middle, and end of a 

nurse-patient interaction . TI1e students responded to questions of "what was different 

about thi s nurse-patient interactions?" and '\vhat did you gain from this nurse-patient 

interaction?' ' 

[t was the researcher ' s responsibility to maintain the integrity of the study by 

attention to interview skills, maintaining journals and logs that tracked decisions and 

thoughts related to the study, and creating a climate of trust for the student. During 

analysis, student interviews from the two universities were analyzed as two separate 

groups to lend credibility to the analysis (Morse & Field, 1995). A decision log was kept 

by the researcher to document feelings, biases, and decisions made during the analysis 

(Morse & Field). Thjs process allowed for auditing and further establishment of validity 

for the study. 

Because the researcher was the main instrument of the study, the validity of the 

study was related to the techniques of interviewing the researcher employed (Morse & 

Field I 995). Semistructured theoretical interv iews were utilized as is customary when the 

researcher knows something about the questions to be asked, but does not know the 
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answers. This type of interview allowed the student's reality to be voiced in the student's 

wo rds and gave the interview the conversational tone that was desired, thus increasing the 

va lidity oftbe interview data (Morse & Field). The researcher did not lead the interview 

by asking too many questions or more than one question at a time. This behavior can 

ca use confusion and result in stories the student thinks the researcher wants to hear. 

Open-ended, broad questions increased the validity that the student was relating the 

occurrences as perceived. 

Data Collection 

Data for this study were student experiences as related in interviews and reflective 

diaries. The process of the data gathering included individual interviews, group interviews, 

and reflective diaries and proceeded as follows. The study was explained and the informed 

consent was read to the pediatric class as a whole. The researcher requested that 

interested students place their names on a calendar of times designating single and group 

in terviews. lnterested students signed their names and indicated the time they wished to be 

interviewed singly. Group interview times were set by the researcher, and the students 

interested in participating in a group interview signed their name for the time that was 

most convenient to them. In the alternate setting, a nursing colleague who taught the 

fa mily nursing class described the study to the class of students and requested that those 

interested students sign for a preferred time on the designated day. TI1ere was an 

opportunity for these students to voltmteer for individual and group interviews. The 

researcher was then notified of times and date for the interviews in tl1is setting and arrived 
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ea rly to ready the inte1v iew site. The process for each data collection method, i.e. , 

individual inteJView, group interview. and reflective diary entry, proceeded as described in 

the follo\ving. 

lndi, i dual Intel 1ews 

Appointments were kept \vith each of the students who volunteered for an 

interview. Individual interviews occurred in the researcher' s office or the alternate setting 

and were audio taped. Chairs were arranged around a small table \vith the researcher and 

the participant facing one another. The refreshments and tape recorder were placed on the 

table and were in place when student entered the room. The researcher ouly pushed the 

button to record after the student had agreed to participate and had signed the consent to 

audio tape. After reading to the student the intent of the research, the informed consent, 

and receiving the assent of the student to proceed \vith the interview, the student was 

informed that the interview may be terminated at any time with no negative consequences 

for the student's grade in the class. 

The researcher began the interview \vi.th the question, ' 'Would you tell me what it 

is like to be a student nurse?'' Necessary probe questions to clarifY or seek more 

infonnation about a particular ex'J)erience were asked, but most ofthe time the researcher 

li stened to the stories. Brief handwritten notes of researcher impressions, thoughts, and 

de criptions of mannerisms were made during and immediately follo\ving the interview. 

An attempt was made to parallel those notes \vith footage on the tape recorder, but the 

most important activity was attending to the student as the interview progressed. 



Verbatim transcriptions were made of each interview. An opportunity was sought for a 

short interview \vith that student to receive feedback on the transcription data. Students 

received a small token of appreciation for their participation. 

Gro up Interviews 
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Student volunteers were solicited for the group interview. In the pediatric setting, 

the interviews were held during the lunch hour, and the researcher provided pizza and 

drinks. In the family nursing setting, group interviews were held immediately following 

the individual interviews. At each site, students were asked to sign the informed consent 

and the consent to audio tape ifthey agreed to the interview. They were assured they 

might tenninate their portion of the interview at any time by leaving the group meeting. 

Participating or not participating in the group interviews did not adversely affect a 

student's grade. After consent was obtained from the informants, responses to the 

questions were audio taped. The tape recorder and microphone were placed in the middle 

of the group. Tl1e group interview began with tbe questions, 'Where do you thlnk you 

should be at tllis point in the nursing program? What helps you to know that?" These and 

other questions were asked of the students to elicit responses related to how the students 

perceived their self confidence in the nursing role. Brief field notes were made by the 

re earcher during the progression oftbe interview to log emotions exhlbited, postures, 

facia l expressions, and researcher impressions. 

Interviews were transcribed by the researcher. An attempt was made to share the 

transcribed data \vith the students for clarification or additions. After the review by the 



infonnants, the transcribed and clarified data was analyzed along side the individual 

interYiew data for additional essences or themes. 

Reflective Diaries 
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A fonn was placed in the course syllabus (Appendix F) for the students to use for 

refl ective diary entries. Students were asked to make entries related to nurse-patient 

interactions in which they were involved. Each diary entry pertained to one patient. With a 

maximwn of six, students were asked to volunteer to write diary entries. The students 

were told their class standing would not be jeopardized if they chose not to tum in diaries. 

Diary entries, as all other class work, was submitted with only numbers for identification. 

The reflective assignment asked students to describe an interaction with a patient, their 

feelings, thoughts, understandings, and what they gained from the interaction. These 

assignments were collected throughout the study and analyzed and coded for an 

w1derstanding of how self confidence was manifested in the diaries of student nurses. All 

tapes, transcriptions, and reflective diaries were kept in a locked file drawer at the 

researcher ' s home. 

The same process of student nurse participation occurred at the other 

baccalaureate nursing program with the exception that a classroom in place of the 

researcher ' s office was utilized for the inte1views. Also, another nursing instructor 

introduced the study to the students and asked for interested students to sign for an 

in terview. 
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Pilot Study 

A pilot study was implemented to detem1ine the feasibility ofthe interview 

questions and data collection rnethods, to accustom the researcher to the interview 

process, and to collect preliminary data . 

Following approval of the Texas Woman 's University Human Subjects Committee, 

collection of preliminary data was begun . A convenience sample of four senior nursing 

students, a fifty year old female, a 22 year old female, a 21 year old female, and a 23 year 

old male, volunteered to be interviewed. The sample selection method was appropriate for 

a "lived experience" qualitative study because these nursing students currently are enrolled 

. . 
m a nursmg program. 

The room was arranged with furniture, food, consent forms, and audio taping 

equipment approximately thirty minutes before the student was to arrive. This activity 

helped calm the anticipatory anxiety of the researcher, allowed an unhurried greeting that 

focu ed attention on the student rather than last minute things, and enhanced the 

credibility oftbe researcher. The student's demographic data of age and sex was collected 

to assist the student to relax and begin to enjoy the interview. The consents were signed, 

the audio taping was begun, and tbe first question was asked. ''Tell me, please, about 

being a student nurse. What is that like?" Questions following the first included tbe topics 

ofbeing a student nurse with family, peers, instructors and nurses on the clinical settings. 

Questions were appropriately broad, as needed in phenomenological research, to allow the 

student to reflect and speak about personal ex']Jeriences. 
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Tapes were transcribed by the researcher, rechecked for accuracy and the analysis 

began with the first interview. Transcriptions were read several times until the researcher 

had a ense of the interview. Multiple perusals of the general phenomena as related to the 

re earcher by the student nurses disclosed general essences of overload, physical tiredness, 

and fotward looking. 

The general sense of overload was very apparent as the students told of"feeling 

my mind race with everyth.ing I have to do," ' 'you have no life," and ''there's so much to 

learn, so much I need to learn." There was not the feeling of being downtrodden, but of 

looking forward to the time when the process of education would cubninate in graduation 

and licensure. The researcher sensed more than heard students' physical tiredness, but 

when students were given the researcher perception of their tiredness, student response 

was that the tiredness was not a physical tiredness, but an emotional tiredness. 

TJ1.is preliminary analysis allowed for appropriate changes in the major study. After 

the first two interviews, stage fright was at a minimum and a type of rhythm to the 

interviews developed. The greatest problem noted in the tape review was rushing by the 

researcher to get to the next question. Rush.ing the interviewees can affect valid.ity of the 

responses by creating an artificial setting in which the student is not encouraged to 

completely relate personal ex-periences. lt can lead to the student telling the researcher 

what the student thinks the researcher would like to hear. 

Another problem noted in the preliminary study was the lengtl1 of time 

tran scriptions of interviews required. A typist was engaged to assist in data transcription. 
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Data Analysis 

Spiegelberg' s ( 1960) model of phenomenological analysis, a method congruent 

with Merleau-Ponty's Theory of Phenomenology, guided data analysis. This seven-step 

method invo lved dwelling with the data over a period of time until the researcher was 

comfortable with the data and had a sense of what the students were saying. The 

beginning of data collection was the beginning of the data analysis. As the first interview 

began, the researcher heard the responses and took cues from the responses to ask further 

questions to gain clarity of response and enlargement of response. At the conclusion ofthe 

interview, the researcher made log entries regarding the conduct of the interview. 

Throughout Spiegelberg's method of analysis, the language was phenomenological, the 

thought patterns were to be phenomenological, and the results were phenomenological. 

Spiegelberg' s ( 1960) first step is investigating the particulars. Particulars are the 

bits, parts, pieces of student nurse development as described by the students themselves. 

As the students shared their stories, particulars began to ' 'line up" and cluster as the 

interviews progressed. Spiegelberg considered this first step to be divided into three 

phases. The first of these phases is called intuiting in which the researcher actively looks 

and listens for the appearance of phenomena in the responses of student nurses related to 

the development of self confidence in student nurses. Analysis was the second phase in 

which active thinking about the phenomenon described by student nurses began. 

Particulars in this phase began to cluster and configure with the exrploration of the 

characteristics, connections, and relations of the phenomenon. The thjrd pbase was 
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desc1iption, ' here attention was focused on the major characteristics of the phenomenon . 

Spiegelberg cautioned about too hasty a description and encouraged the arranging and 

rea rranging of particulars before one was actually ready to describe the phenomenon. 

Spiegelberg a) o wrote that the phases of intuiting, analyzing, and describing were inherent 

in each of the steps oftbe analysis. 

Lnvestigating the general essences was the second step in the analysis. It included 

the synthesis of some of the clusters of particulars that were intuited and analyzed in step 

one and led one to the apprehension of general essences. 

Apprehending essential relationships was the step in which the researcher began to 

ob erve what was present in the essences and what might need to be there. If, for example, 

the researcher were studying the perceptions/experiences of a triangle, would it still be a 

triangle if there were substituted three 110 degree angles for the three 90 degree angles? 

This step observed for what was essential to the phenomenon and what was not, and the 

relationship between and within general essences and required much thought on the part of 

the researcher. The goal ofthis step was a more specific fundamental meaning ofthe 

ph en omen on. 

Watching modes of appearing was the fourth step in the analysis. It was a time

consuming, thought intensive period in which the description ofthe development of 

studen t nurse elf confidence was enhanced by the added qualities of when, how, and why 

the phenomenon appeared. Modes of appearing occurred to the students as they related 

their stories of development and to the researcher in dwelling with the students' stories. 



Each mode of appealing revealed more of the phenomenon and eventually the valious 

profiles ofthe phenomenon were revealed. 

Ex-ploring the constitution of phenomena in consciousness was the fifth step. 
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Watching the constitution of student nurse development appear in one's consciousness 

came after dwelling with the particulars, the essences, watching the relationships, 

monitoring the appearing, and integrating the familiar with the unfamiliar. This integration 

e:-..-panded the tmderstanding of the phenomenon. Ex-pl01ing was watchfulness and took 

thought. It called for rearranging matrices of the phenomena before the phenomenon was 

constituted as theory. 

Suspending belief in existence ofthe phenomena was the sixth step and a step that 

Merleau-Ponty ( 1962) did not believe to be completely possible. Defined as reduction or 

bracketing, the assumptions of the researcher about the phenomenon, in so far as is 

possible, were put aside so that one could watch with fresh eyes the appearing of the 

phenomenon as described by the student nurses. Reduction allowed the discovery of 

original, fresh nuances and understandings. 

Intel-preting concealed meanings was also called hermeneutics (Spiegelberg, 1960). 

If one believed one ' s whole life was filled \Vith meaning and meaningful intentions, the 

goal of this last step was the discovery of meanings that were not immediately manifest in 

the previous steps. The researcher, as interpreter, goes beyond what is directly given and 

uses what is given in the responses as a clue to that which is not given. Spiegelberg (p . 

696) described this as an " ... unveiling ofhidden meanings, or at most an intuitive 



verificat ion of anticipations about the less accessible layers of the phenomena ... " 

Summary 
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Data were presented with a brief discussion highlighted by particulars to aUow the 

reader to make decisions about the appropriateness of the description . Log entries of 

thoughts ofthe researcher related to observations of student affect, posture, voice tone 

were included when approp1iate. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A phenomenological approach using Spiegelberg' s {1960) method of analysis was 

used to explore how student nurses develop self confidence in perfonning the nursing role. 

Audio-taped, semi-structured interviews were transcribed and utilized to build a 

composite portrait of the development of student nurse role self confidence. TI1e stories 

told by the interviewees are representative of what is real to student nurses and provide 

th e data for this study. In this chapter, descriptive infom1ation regarding the participants 

wiU be presented. This description will be followed by a presentation of the findings. 

Description ofthe Sample 

Individual interviews were initially collected from thirteen student nurses, nine 

female and four male, at a university in East Texas. Three group interviews of five to ten 

students each were also collected at this university. Ten students participated in both 

indiv idual and group interviews. Participants ranged in age from 20 - 50 years and were 

predominantly Caucasian, but included two Hispanic students. Twenty two diaries were 

submitted by 19 students at this university. By the final interviews, students were revealing 

no new infonnation. Because the researcher is one of the instructors for this group of 

students, a confinnatory sample of volunteer student nurses was collected at another 

university. At this w1iversity, four individual interviews and one group interview with five 

st udents, was collected. One student submitted a diary. TI1ese interviews and diary 

revealed similar types of infonnation as the students at the first university. In thjs setting, 
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none of the students participating in individual interviews participated in group interviews. 

One Afiican American female, one Caucasian female, and two Caucasian males 

participated in individual interviews. These students ranged in age from 22- 48 years. 

Group participants ranged in age from 24- 42 years, and included an Asian female student 

and four Caucasian students, two male and two female. 

Findings 

Merleau-Ponty (1962) said we "create unifYing gestures" through which to live. 

He called the spoken word a gesture and the meaning of words a world. (p. 184) Multiple 

readings of the words of each transcription of a student nurse inteiView ensued in order 

for the researcher to discover the meaning of each respondent's reality. Analysis of student 

responses Jed to an initial poetic description by the researcher of the multiple stimuli for 

and the ongoing development of student nurse role self confidence. That description 

follows. 

UNIFYfNG GESTURES 

Patient care is my heart's delight. 
To cure them all must be right. 
lt's reasonable, it's rational, it's expected. 
I'm sure of it. 

Mom to ni ght . it is my pli ght 
To juggle books and job and life. 
It 's reasonable. rational. expected . 
J' ll get on it. 

111ere ' s beds to make, a bath to tend . 
Much patient care before I end . 
It 's reasonable. rational. expected. 
I've done it. 



But , there are many skill s I haven 't done. 
No meds, no tu bes. not even one. 
How can I be the leadi ng one? 
I ' II worry about it . 

My fri ends and fa mily query me 
' Bout aches and pains from head to knee. 
1l1ey think I know, I tl1ink with glee. 
I Jove it. 

1l1e other nurses on the floor 
Are sometimes help and sometimes chore. 
1l1ey're helpfuL they ' re hwtful . 
I'll walk through it. 

In structors lecture, demo. and test. 
1l1ey seem to think I need no rest. 
It ' s reasonable'> Rational'> Expected'> 
I must do it. 

My fe llow student s and I despair 
When treatment fair resides not here. 
It's not reasonable, it 's not rational, it's not expected. 
I' ll stew on it. 

My sched ule 's never set in stone. 
The truth is stark, time's not my own. 
I'm cnmched twixt school and job and life. 
l ' II protest it. 

Spouses, children, boyfriend , too, 
Want time. attention, it ' s their due. 
Someday soon I vow, not now. 
1'11 pl an on it. 

TI1e day wi ll come when I 'm all done. 
The hurdles spanned , the prize is won . 
I ' ll walk so proud with head held high , 
I' ll be a nurse' (Elli son , 2000) 
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The analysis began with the transciiption of the first interviews. After three or four 

interviews it began to be evident to the researcher that students tended to describe events 

that th ey had to learn to manage. They spoke of events such as admission to the nursing 

program, clinical practice, workload, patients, health care personnel, instructors, peers, 

and significant others. Each of the events students related had to be managed. W11en 



managed successfully, students felt they had gained benefit that led to confidence. The 

converse was also true. 
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From general intuiting of student responses, general essences or the nature of 

significant events became apparent. Coding ofthese events led to a clustering of events 

wi th positive outcomes and events with negative outcomes. Apprehending relationships 

occun-ed between positive event outcomes managed by students leading to increased role 

elf confidence and negative event outcomes with decreased role self confidence. Each 

appearing of an event revealed more of the phenomenon of role self confidence and the 

manner in which students managed events for its increase or decrease. When students 

believed they bad acquired skill through their management of an event, their role self 

confidence increased. Skill could be technical skill, communication skill, knowledge 

accumulation, interpersonal interactions skill, and overcoming obstacles. When the 

converse was tme, student role self confidence decreased. 

The researcher has used the tenn ongoing negotiation to describe student 

management of events. The process of managing events is ongoing and students are 

involved in negotiating daily. The following conceptual model and illustration oftbat 

model wi ll be utilized to describe ongoing negotiation and skill acquisition. Thereafter, 

fi1rther words of student nurses will describe ongoing negotiation and skill acquisition in 

the events of admission to the nursing program, clinical practice, workload, patients, 

hea lth care personnel, instructors, peers, and significant others. (Figure 2) 



Figure 2: Conceptualization of Role Self Confidence Development 
Source : Author 
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Negotiating the Way to Role Self Confidence 

To illustrate this model in action, the following example of an incident from a 

young female student's reflective diary will be utilized. 

I was probably just as scared of this two year old as she was of me. This was my 
first pediatric patient, so I didn't really know what to ex')Ject. However, I didn 't 
ex')Ject a child that screamed the entire time .. . .1 don't think she liked me only 
because I wasn 't mommy ... .I can honestly say I was ready to go home. I found 
tllis little girl to be quite a challenge . ... I feel as ifl didn't have much of an impact 
and didn 't make much progress ... honestly, from this ex')Jerience, the marn thillg I 
took away .. . was frustration. I also felt helpless in being able to help this child. 

Reflection took place during tllis incident as the student worked through the rationale for 

tbe clli1d ' s reaction. Reflection continued as the student encountered another pediatric 

patient and compared the two. 

This interaction was much better than the 2 year old. It seemed so much easier. 
Probably because she was old enough to ex')Jlarn things to us (student and parent) 
and for ber to understand what we explained to her. Confidence (was stated as the 
student's gain in this ex')Jerience). After the 2 year old I had, I needed a patient to 
help gain my confidence ill caring for a child. 

Role self confidence is constituted by the process of ongoing negotiation. Students 

negotiate multiple events during matriculation in nursing school. The student above 

negotiated the events of caring for two pediatric patients. Through each of these events, 

role self confidence was added or subtracted dependent on student's perceptions of skill 

acquisition (being able to successfully care for her pediatric patients). During the first 

event the student 's role self confidence was not enhanced; she stated she was ready to go 

home because she felt inadequate to the challenge ofthe child ' s screaming. She had been 

unable to negotiate a change in the child 's behavior with the techniques she had learned. 
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The student's use of the word helpless as she reflected in her diary indicated her role self 

confidence did not develop duting this encounter, but did as she gained additional 

e:,:perience with another pediatric patient. ln thjs study, ongoing negotiation consists of 

interaction \.vith others, self, or situations to attain skills. Ongoing negotiation is cyclical in 

that it proceeds forward to events for skill acquisition and individuals may reflect back on 

the event for further negotiation or skill acquisition as the student illd in negotiating the 

event ofber second peillatric patient. 

Skill acquisition is the consequence of negotiated events and includes, but is not 

limited to techrucal skills, comrnuillcation skills, knowledge accumulation, interpersonal 

interaction skills, and overcoming obstacles. Events are situations in which students 

participated and negotiated skill acquisition. Events are multitudinous and daily for student 

nurses. The more successful the ongoing negotiations of students, the more skills were 

acquired ; the greater the skills acquired, the greater the development of role self 

confidence. The following events of admission to the nursing program, work load, clinical 

practice, interactions with peers, patients, the health care system, significant others, and 

instructors were the most frequently reported events by student nurses and will be 

described in the following results. Events described by students will be utilized as 

examples in which students negotiated the event and gained or did not gain role self 

confidence. 

Admission to the Nmsing Program- ''Making lt" 

Students entering the nursing program did so at the beginning of their junior year 
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aft er completing approximately six1y hours of prerequisite classes. These prerequisites 

included many difficult science courses such as chemistry, anatomy and physiology, 

microbiology, and pathophysiology. Students also had completed courses in the 

humanities so that their education might be complete and they might graduate as learned 

individuals ready to assume places in the profession. Upon completion of prerequisite 

cla sses, students were required to make application to and compete for limited positions in 

the nursing program. Students accepted to the program had successfully negotiated grade 

ran kings, interview ratings, and self concept testing. 

Student nurse ongoing negotiation and skill acquisition for role self confidence 

development began with the event of application to nursing school and continued from the 

application process to the present time. Admission to the nursing program was stressful 

and anxiety producing. Students beard rumors of students with excellent grade point 

averages (GPA) who applied and were not accepted. Discouraging remarks by nursing 

department representatives during freshman orientation to the university were particularly 

un settling. One student, attending freshman orientation, described remarks from the 

nursing department presenter as "nursing school was tough, it would take all your time, 

would be incredibly difficult, and there were three or four applicants for each spot in the 

program. '' The student left the orientation and changed majors, but returned to nursing 

after a couple of semesters. Ex.1remely negative remarks made about the study of nursing 

ca used dismay and doubt said a student who had just graduated with another degree in the 

health care field . This student persevered and was now completing the third semester of 



nursing school. 

... when they came in and made discouraging remarks about how hard it (nursing 
school) was, what they e>.:pected, hmmm this unbelievable amount, that you 
wouldn 't have a life outside of this (nursing school) .. . harsh almost, and it made 
me kind of, ' am I off on what I think thjs is really going to be like?' 

Like this student, others anticipating nursing school expected it to be difficult, but they 

also felt they would be able to manage. One student quipped, "lfnursing school were 

easy, everybody would be doing it! " 
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Negotiating the admission application process was described as continually having 

to ''watch my back" to make sure transcripts requested from other universities were 

received and credited to applications. "But I finally made it. " Students making application 

were ranked according to their overall GPA and a weighted science GPA. Several 

students were making application after having completed another degree. Some came after 

being less than serious about grades during their first matriculation, so ongoing 

negotiations for these students were predominantly with self and related to events of goal 

setting. Successful admission was a skill acquisition that boosted role self confidence. 

It was difficult (getting into nursing school) because I had not put much effort into 
my first degree, so my GPA was low. So I really had to study a lot in my A, . &P 
(anatomy and physiology) and chemistry, micro (microbiology), and those kinds of 
cla sses to get my GPA up enough to get in . And when I did get in I was elated, I 
mean I was totally excited that I was in ... it was stressfi.tl for a while just because 
of my GPA. 

Am .. i ety attended the events of multiple applications to the nursing school. Goals 

of significant others were sometimes to get on \vtth the program and apply to another 

program. yet prospective nursing students sometimes had definite goals. These ongoing 
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negotiations with self and significant other, related to previous tmsuccessful admissions, 

were vividly expressed by one married student who did attain admission. Ongoing 

negotiations with a spouse motivated the student to also make alternate plans. 

l got in the tltird time I applied here. Alternates the other times and it was real hard 
setting out for a year and keep trying, keep trying .. . My (significant other), goes, 
' \veil, you going to try to go somewhere else?" I said no, I said well, this is where 
I want to go. And I talked ·with people and they said that. .. t1us school prepared 
you really well for the outside work force. So I said, I really want to go here and 
ub , and so l applied again and the thjrd time I got in at the same time I got in at 
(another uruversity ). So I was going to cover my base tills time if I dido 't get in 
here. 

Each student was involved in ongoing negotiation to enter the nursing program. 

Skill acquisition of successful admjssion was a hjgh for students and expressed succinctly 

as,"[ felt like I had arrived! " 

Clinical Practice - "Hands-on is Best" 

Clinical practice is not one but a composition of many events in the life ofthe 

student nurse. Clinical practice includes the clinical lab sessions at the nursing school 

building where the instructor demonstrates lab skills and students in tum practice those 

skills on mannequins and practice in a clinical setting w·here students perform technical 

skills on patients. The goal of clinical lab sessions is to acquaint students with various 

procedures such as urinary catheterization, nasogastric tube insertion, patient suctioning. 

Students handle the equipment so psychomotor skills become proficient and students 

become comfort able \vith the progressive steps of a procedure. Students are evaluated by 

instructors for beginrung proficiency in various procedures. Instructors utilize role play in 
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cl inica l lab sessions th at students might be prepared to answer patient questions, practice 

teaching infom1ation lea rned in the classroom, and practice techniques of interaction with 

various aged clients. Jn clinical lab students Jearn to elicit patient health histories and 

perform hea lth assessments by practicing on their peers. Clinical lab instruction is 

preparatory to enteting the clinical site so students may have some beginning comfort with 

procedures, ifnot with patients. 

Clinical Jab time is important to instructors who want students to be prepared for 

clinical experiences. Clinical lab preparation protects students from making eJTors and 

prevents patients from having errors made during their care. Clinical lab helps reduce 

stress for students as they enter the clinical site for patient care. Students feel clinical lab is 

far from the "real thing" and does not adequately prepare them for patient care or reduce 

their stress, but clinical lab is important to students because they learn technical skills. 

Nursing is learning technical skills. Nurses do 'skills. ' 

Technical skills were perceived by students as tools that made them feel like ')'eal 

nurses. " Technical skill acquisition was described by student nurses as being central to 

their development of role self confidence. Being given the opportunity for and coJTectly 

perfonning technical skills gave students a sense of accomplishment and mediated their 

role elf confidence development. When asked about what contributed most to the 

development of self confidence one student talked about the impottance of clinical 

experience and the feelings of success after comp Jeting '1tands-on" learning. 
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Clinical builds mine (self confidence) a lot. because I get the hands-on-e:\.-perience. 
When you \ ·e completed a semester of clinical you feel really good about yourself. 
Wlwnever I do a new skill or anything in clinical I fed like r·m pumped up. The 
key with confidence is clinical e:\.-perience. 

Nursing school was different than student initial e:\.-pectations ofwbat being in 

nursing school would be like. Many were surprised at the amount of·'book work·· and 

work with mannequins that was required in the beginning. Their expectations were more 

directed toward doing things than learning things. This was especially true in the first 

semester of nursing school and continued to be true in succeeding semesters. Frrst 

semester students were being introduced to history of nursing and the fundamentals lab 

where they learned ·iJow to '· do catheterizations, enemas, and catheter insertions for 

intra\ ·enous medications. 

In our foundation of nursing (initial class), a lot of it is book work and dummy 
work. It's (work with mannequins) not even close to being like a real patient. And 
I think that hurts ... it k.inda decreases your kno\\iedge or confidence when you go 
in and baYe the real thing because you don ' t know\\ hat to e:\.-pect. 

Not all students felt that nursing school did not have enough 4:1ands-on'· e:\.-perience. One 

student, who had pre\ iously considered medicine as a profes.sio~ had anticipated much 

more theory and e:\.-pressed his disappointment. 

It never clicked with me that it would be so un-classroom-Iike, non-lecture. That it 
was more ·'bands-on .·· I \vish there \vas a little more lecture. 

Clinical lab practice took place each semester before students began clinical 

rotations in the hospital or community sites. £yen tbou~b most students desired more 

practice with ·'real patients,,. lab skill practice was considered to have its place. 
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Practicing in the lab, etc, I mean that's not the real thing, but just getting a genera] 
idea of what it is beforehand, how the order is you're supposed to do things helped 
me. 

Clinical practice was stressful and students experienced anxiety before each clinical 

assignment. Beginning a new rotation was especial1y difficult until students became 

accustomed to where the linen was, who among the nurses would be helpfitl when 

approached, and how the site operated. Often after working in the site two or three days, 

anxiety would lessen. Although clinical practice anticipation produced some somatic 

symptoms and skill performance was anxiety producing, students expressed that the 

clinical experience was where they really put it all together. 

Used to, every time I would go to the clinical scene, I had an upset stomach and 
just nervousness to be in there ... but, I tb.ink over all, clin.ical for me is, I tend to 
learn a little bit better if I'm doing it. 

But, there was the expectation that when they bad patients they would be doing something 

for those patients. Otherwise, it could be frustrating ; just listening was not real nursing. 

It ' s frustrating if your patient doesn 't have anything that needs done. I had one that 
all you could do was talk to her- she couldn't sleep. And I know that's important. She 
needs to talk, but I didn ' t get any skills experience out of that. I didn't enjoy her as much 
as if I would have if I actually could have done something. 

An older student who had entered nursing as a career change to become more 

autonomous did not like the clinical setting. Nursing school was a stepping stone to 

becoming a nurse practitioner. There was no nervousness expressed related to clinical, no 
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If I had my druthers, I would rather be handed a syllabi at the first of the semester 
and told when the tests are, what I need to prepare for the tests and come in and 
take the tests. Come in for labs and go to clinicals .. .. I don't like clinicals, I don't 
like to be in the hospital, but it's not frustrating, it ' s just something that I just have 
to get through. I don ' t have any intention of ever working there (hospital), maybe 
a little bit this summer just to get some ex-perience, but you know, ifl thought 
right now, you know, I had to work as a floor nurse somewhere for the rest of my 
life, I would quit today (laughing). But, that ' s kind of what it 's like to be a student 
nurse for me. 

Ongoing negotiation with self in an event was often what made the difference in 

ski ll acquisition. Students wanted more opportunities to practice teclmical skills so that 

they might feel competent. When faced with the event of actually doing a skill on a real 

patient, there was often a momentary anxious thought of"can I do this?" "How do I do 

this?" Then came the procedure many students went through before actually performing a 

technical skill . 

... say if you're going through something, if you're going to do a procedure you 
just talk yourself through it ahead oftirne. You go through the different steps, you 
want to make sure you keep everything in step. If you remember all the steps it 
makes you feel pretty good, ifyou don 't you have to look it up, right? 

Excerpts from reflective diaries illustrated many areas in which students were 

gaining role self confidence. TI1ey were learning to comrnunjcate with two year old 

ch ildren . They were applying theory to practice, " .. . putting knowledge from class into 

action and seeing good results .. . helped boost my confidence.'' 

They were gaining skills to teach patients. 

l had the opportunity to do a lot of teaching. I enjoyed seeing the reaction ofthe 
parents when they fina!Jy understood what was going on with their child. l 
received confidence in teaching. 
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They were learning to handle cultural issues. 

I have not had a black patient before. l know that we' re not supposed to look at 1t 
that way, but it was still a scary ex1Jerience for me because I d.idn 't want to say the 
wrong thing or o·ffend her. I learned to treat everyone the same as (would treat 
anyone else in their age group and that everyone is basicaUy the same once you get 
to know them. 

Students were gaining many skills, but not recognizing their gain because they 

were focu sing on what they perceived to be a lack of technical skiU knowledge and 

practice, of being ' 'extremely not confident in myself right now." Students were forward 

looking to the time when they would be graduated and would be caUed upon to "do skiUs" 

on patients. They felt they would be exlJected to know how and be able to capably 

perfonn skills. Students wanted to feel confident that they would measure up in the 

workplace. They felt the path to that confidence lay in negotiating more clinical practice 

for technical skill acquisition. 

Lf ( were to go out and get a job right now, I just would fee~ I mean I'm very 
apprehensive about going and working in the field because I don't really feel I've 
had enough exposure. 

Student perceptions of readiness to compete successfully in the work field were 

causing anger and frustration. They felt unprepared and believed they knew the problem 

and the solution. One student, who worked in a local hospital and opportunities to 

interact with new graduate nurses, was especially vehement when discussing the Jack of 

technical skill ability of graduate registered nurses. 

Nursing schools are turning out nurses that don ' t have a clue what they're doing 
on the floor. They' re spending too much time on theory and not enough bands-on 
to be able to do patient care. L VNs (licensed vocational nurses) come out of 
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school with a whole lot better handle on doing actual patient care than we do when 
we come out of chool. 

Student perception of lack oftechnjcal skill acqLusition resulted in ongoing 

negotiation with in structors. Students made suggestions to increase clinical skills through 

more patients per clinical e:-.:perience and more clinical time. Extra clinical practice 

experience, when discussed, brought up the work load factor and bow more practice 

clinica l time could be realistically implemented. Ex1:ra clinical experience continues to be 

negotiated. 

Work Load - ' 'Buckling Down and Doing It" 

Time was important to students. It seemed there was never enough for all the 

things one must do plus a few things one would like to do. Successful negotiation of 

science and liberal arts classes that were the core ofbaccalaureate nursing programs had 

occurred. However, arrival in nursing school proved to be an adjustment with an ongoing 

negotiation of the work load. Whereas many students reported studying for a test the mght 

before in their prereqwsite classes, regurgitating the information for the test, and making 

the grades, there was difficulty in getting everything completed in nursing school. The 

st ress of nursing school schedules, organization of life and nursing school, the weight of 

course work, and the intensity of patient care caused continual negotiation for success in 

skill acquisition. Some smoothly transitioned from previous classes to nursing school while 

other students found the negotiation more difficult. 
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he hardest thing is adjusting to like you just have things to do and you just have 
to do them. The toughest thing is just learning you just gotta buckle down and do 
it. Back your ears and do it! The longer I think about it, the harder it gets. 

Students perceived a difference between nursing school and other classes. Nursing 

school affected their whole life. They had e>.:perienced nothing like it before. One student 

in a group interview e>.-p lained the difference. 

I went to another university and I graduated. That was hard academically, but tllis 
is hard more holistically. I mean, all the way around. It involves so much of our 
physical and emotional and mental. And there ' s just a lot more to it in what is 
demanded of you. It ' s a lot more than just academics. 

Students sometimes felt others did not really understand what nursing school was 

about. Nursing school was different. Students wanted others (non-nursing friends and 

farn.iJy) to validate the difference and the intensity associated with being in a nursing 

program as opposed to being in another field of study. It was important to nursing 

students that others legitimize their feelings about nursing school. 

I think people just think of it (hours spent in clinical) as another job. But it's not 
like another job. When you have that second job, people are like, it's just like you 
have to study. But they don't know all the extra cliriical and all that. It's not just 
studying. You take home experiences, processes, and papers. It's not just an every 
day, it ' s not that you go home and forget it. I mean you're not learning a math 
equation or biology, you're learning how to save lives. One day you could be in 
the scene where that one little tiling that you learned could mean life or death. It's 
not just everyday knowledge. There ' s just a lot ofpressuTe. 

Students learned how better to manage all the work that had to be completed. 

TI1ey learned about prioritizing so that the workload could be managed. 



You definitely leam time management skills and set your priorities ofwhat you 
have to get accomp li shed. You 've got tests here and here, you've got this much 
time to read all ofthis and you just team a lot oftime management skills and you 
learn about yourself- what your weak and what your strengths are. 

ome had difficulties because they had not taken seriously previous classes like 
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microbiology. anatomy and physiology, and pathophysiology. They miscalculated that they 

would truly need that infonnation in nursing school. After all, those were just '1Jre req 

classes." 

It ' s like, awwww, this is just prerequisites. In nursing schoo~ it'll be totally 
different. This is just stuff you gotta have before you get in. That's the kind of 
attitude r bad about it. 

Students talked of ways they had negotiated the workload successfully. They 

sought advice from experts. They found to be particularly helpful the tips students in 

classes before them gave related to learning how to manage certain class content and 

instructors . 

... we always go to the semester ahead ofus. It would be like, what were the tests 
like? How's the class? And we listen. And if somebody says you need to read the 
book, I read the book! (Much laughter for a bit) We ask them how they study and 
everything else, cause it ' s all different. I mean, I've studied different for each 
teacher and I guess everybody else bas. 

One student spoke of a way to negotiate tests. Each instructor constructs tests 

differently. Some utilize only multiple choice, some short answer, some essay, and some a 

combination . Students usual1y have one or two particular types that work best for them~ 

but they must Jearn to be successful with all. 

You gotta learn to allow yourselfthe first test, too. I know all of us will tell you, 
but I learned that quick. I never stay upset over the first test . You 'll be dreading 



for sure. 

Even with the stress and the pressure, aU the students who were interviewed 

affirmed they were preparing for the right profession for them. "The more I work in this 

fi eld , the more I'm ure I made the right decision ." There was hard work, long hours of 

studying and sometimes fear in what they must learn to do, but there was the general 

fee ling that nursing school was survivable and there were positive feelings about being 

where they were at this time . 

. .. nursing school is hard ... but it 's not impossible. I'm glad I'm here. [would 
definitely do nursing again . 
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Nursing school was hard work, clinical was worrisome at times, and things did not 

always go as per schedule. Making a decision to be a nurse, being admitted, and then 

recommitting to the decision of wanting to be a nurse encouraged students to continue. 

Students bad met the workload, organized for it, and were accomplishing it. There was 

some disequilibrium in confidence levels as students negotiated during their nursing school 

endeavor tbis semester, but skill acquisition occasioned bounce backs that provided fresh 

impetuses to continue. Often times that fresh outlook came from patients who expressed 

appreciation for students' care. 

Patients - "Flat Out Scared" 

Patients were an important source of role self confidence for student nurses, but 

they were also stressors. Meeting patients and providing care for them in the beginning, 

even in a rudimentary manner. caused a great deal of anxiety especially for younger 



students and those with little work experience . 

. . . I still remember the first semester beginning clinicals, I mean I was scared, just 
flat out scared .. .. we were scared to wake people up in the moming when we 
would get there . ... 1 remember standing outside the door being Like (whisper), 
they' re asleep, what are we gonna do? We can ' t do our morning assessment, you 
know (laugh). I'm not gonna wake them up. 

Not only were students afraid to wake people up, most of the students came to 

nur ing school with other social rules of interaction with strangers and appeared to be 

uneasy in early clinical rotations because their initial perception was that they were 

violating those social rules. Privacy issues such as removing another person's clothing or 

assisting patients with personal care were initially troublesome for older students as well 

as younger students. Social rules versus nursing care rules were events for ongoing 

negotiation, especially the first time a procedure was performed. Students then accepted 

that procedure as something nurses do. After the first performance of a procedure, 

students often accepted that as part ofwhat nurses do and it was okay. 

Me and another student were in a room and it was our first time to actually take 
off a patient ' s clothes. And if you 've never done that, at first you feel like you are 
invading their privacy and that you are doing something that you shouldn't be 
doing. And, if they need to wash themselves, then they should be able to do it. 
Thaf s just like something you sbouldn ' t do . ... once you get through you realize 
it ' s no big deal. 

Male/female social rules of interaction had need ofbeing negotiated successfully, 
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especially for male nursing students. Female students were sometimes initially embarrassed 

at caring for male patients and providing personal care, but there was not the concem of 

·'should I be doing this?'' In the ocial fabric of student lives, females were expected to 
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care for the ill, both male and female. This was not society's expectation for males. 

Nursing program expectations of the male nursing student were not those oftraditional 

male/female roles and males ex-pressed concerns related to social mores. 

The first patient l had was a female and when it came to bathing I was kinda glad I 
had a female partner with me, and ... what I was afraid of at first was going with a 
female and having .. . to do stuff for 'em and them worrying that it was a male 
doing it. 

Another negotiation for male students in caring for young female patients was the 

issue of transferring the care to a female peer. In previous years in the nursing field, it was 

accepted practice that male nurses cared for the male patients while female nurses cared 

for both male and female patients. 

We had a sixteen-year-old in postpartum, and I was concerned about the age and 
being the male doing the episiotomy checks and that type of thing . .. . I was 
concerned on the legal aspects of it. Because I was, when I went through my EMS 
(emergency medical service training) it was still the old school, where if you had a 
female attendant even if they are lower certification, you still put them in the back 
when it was a female issue type thing. But, I'm getting broke out of it. 

Nursing instructors gave male students instructions to act as if caring for female 

patients was no different than caring for male patients. Male students were given 

in structions to just do your job and ''if you are comfortable with that, the patient will be, 

also." Most of the time these instructions worked, but not every time reported one of the 

male students. 

l'd already done everytbjng for this lady, the perineum check, the breast exam, the 
whole nine yards, and then I got run out of the room when she was breast feeding. 
I'd already helped her with breast feeding earlier in the day. She asked me to leave 
(probably because her mom and her aunt were in the room then). I laughed about 
it. 
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Sometimes it was difficult to laugh when male students felt discriminated against 

by patients just because they were male. But, these students most often just shmgged and 

'' ent on their way to do something else. 

In labor and delivery, we had a patient not wanting anybody in the room. .. .in my 
mind l 'm thinking she saw me and so then said no. 

Other social rules were violated when students were negotiating history taking 

events. Learning when and how to ask very personal questions of strangers was thought 

provoking. Not only were students to ask questions related to defecation and urination, 

they were to query patients in regard to menstrual cycles, sexual habits, and personal 

habits such as drugs and tobacco. The when, how, how much, and with whom were 

significant concerns for students and especially so when family members were in the room 

with the patient. Then students worried not only about asking certain questions, but also, 

do I ask questions with family members present . 

... ifthere 's anybody else in the room, that always kind ofthrows you o:ffbecause 
you're not sure what you can ask around them, what you shouldn't ask. Some of 
the questions we have to ask are very personal and they maybe don't want their 
children to know that, or their significant other or whoever it is. 

Certain teaching strategies utilized by instructors in early clinical sessions made 

negotiating patient events easier for students. Student peers, paired \vith one another for 

the first patient care, help ease the anxiety of not remembering to do something or not 

remembering how to do something. There was comfort in not being alone in the first scary 

beginning. ln addition to their previously acquired social skills, students began to acquire 

the skills necessary to interact more easily as nurses with patients. 
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The first week, the way they (instructors) set it up was, they teamed us up . There 
was two of us and yo u weren't going in there alone. You were going in with 
omebody else and that helped a lot, ... 'cause you have trouble, they' ll be backing 

you up or you back them up. If you forgot something, they bring it up or if they 
forgot something, you bring it up. I djdn 't really go in there alone for the first 
week ... that kind of helped us, and then the nex1 week when I went in there by 
myself, I really dido ' t ... wony about it. 

Students negotiated confidently with what skills they had gained. They learned to 

ex1end those skills to help them feel comfortable in caring for patients. They recognized 

they didn ' t have all knowledge, but they also realized they were continlling to learn. 

I can feel confident doing an assessment and knowing if they are okay or not or 
how okay they are ... even if I don't know anything about the disease process or 
what is wrong with them. 

Scary was doing a procedure for the first time in an unexpected event. Then came 

the realization that the event was scary probably because it was the first time and the next 

wou ld be better. 

That was an awful experience (bagging a baby who didn't breathe at first). But I 
guess, it was scary because it was the first time and I wasn't expecting that.. . It 
won't scare me as bad the nex1 time. 

Negotiating patient events was tbreaterung, anticipated, worrisome, enjoyed, and a 

'1Jave-to" for the nursing student. Positive patient events, such as expressed appreciation 

fo r the student ' s care, a thank you, smiles, and asking for student assistance in place oftbe 

regular nurse, were very important factors for development of role self confidence in 

students. Difficult were the times when patients or patients' families requested that 

students not "practice" on them or their family. Also difficult was negotiating events such 

as screaming patients, griping patients, and comatose patients. These patient events did 



not engender confidence in students. 

It bothered me that she griped about everything. She made me feel like I was a 
nuisance. Her entire leg was peeling and anytime you tried to touch it at all she 
would cream. I had a really hard time with her. 
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Students entered nursing scbool verbalizing a desire to '11elp people" and wanting 

to make a difference in patients' lives. They voiced a need that patients know who was 

caring for them. Students wanted patients to legitimize them and that was difficult when 

the patient was comatose or a psychiatric patient. 

It was kind of a bard deal (providing care for patients that were comatose) 'cause I 
dido 't feel like they knew me, you know, and I just was providing their care, but 
they never knew. In psych (psychiatry), I didn't see whenever you do things, you 
know, you go in there, you talk to them, try to do therapeutic communication and 
you don 't see any change or difference .. . like, why am I here? 

Ongoing negotiations with patients were most often positive and encouraging for 

the students. Patients told students they would be good nurses some day and patients said 

thank you. As students negotiated patient events, they came to understand nursing was 

truly where they wanted and needed to be. 

You know, it ' s that one, it's that one patient that thanks you that makes everything 
just worth while. 

Patients generally were positive and events negotiated with patients tended to aid 

students in attaining skills and enhancing role self confidence. Another group of people in 

the same environment, named in this study '1tealth care personnel," were reported to be 

more rrequently problematical for the students. 

Health Care Personnel- ' 'Negotiating with the Health Care System" 

Nursing students interact with many health care personnel as they practice in the 
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clinical areas of hospitaL community agencies, and doctors ' offices. It is during the time of 

clinical practice that students negotiate events that help them understand what area of 

nursing is of interest to them. It is also during this time that students observe other nursing 

personnel and begin to reconcile what they have learned in class and the nursing laboratory 

\vi th what they encounter in the clinical setting. Sometimes there are discrepancies and 

students must begin to negotiate how they \vill practice the profession of nursing. 

Some ofthe worst nurses I've worked with were also at the (clinical site). I've 
heard them talk about using larger gauge needles than they have to starting an IV 
(intravenous catheterization) to teach( ... ... ) a lesson. Uh, we've seen them throw 
bandages to ( ... ... ) to bandage themselves up, you know, like it was .. . one thing I 
enjoy about my nursing is the therapeutic relationship you have, which is totally 
nonexistent (clinical site). And that was definitely the dark side, so to speak. 

Students began clinical rotations with anticipations of positive ongoing 

negotiations with doctors and nurses. Other nursing personnel should and would teach 

students, help them, and encourage students as they cared for patients, because, 

' 'Someday we will be taking our place along side these nurses and it is to the nurses' 

advantage to help us to learn. " Role self confidence leaped upward when students were 

considered a help rather than a hindrance by health care nursing personnel. Some health 

care personnel made students feel they were a contributing part ofthe team and assisted 

students \vith skill acquisition to enhance student role self confidence. 

We had a woman that came in and she was gonna be induced and she (the nurse) 
came in there and she goes, '11ave you ever done an fV?" And I go, yep. She was, 
"Okay you ' re gonna do this one. 'And she just, she didn ' t make me feel like, 
apprehensive. She said, ''Okay, here ' s your needle." You know, and I just was able 
to stick it in and it was fine. And then she goes, "Okay, now you're gonna band 
this to the doctor and you ' re gonna do this and you 're gonna open this." And she 
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just walked me through everything and it, was just very, like she accepted me and 
he wanted me to lea rn and she wanted me to get the ex-perience. 

Other nurse events were not so positive and did not engender confidence in 

fledgling skills. Nurses who were territorial, staked claims to patients, and precluded 

students from caring for "their" patients were difficult for the student to negotiate. 

Students came to the clinical site after much preparation. TI1ey were excited, anticipating 

new ex-periences, and then were dashed when the nurse on the unit refused them the 

opportunity to practice with the patient they had planned for. Students were eager, yet 

apprehensive; prepared, yet tmsure of themselves. Negotiating challenging patients was 

one thing; negotiating negative or uncooperative health care personnel in the system was 

another. Both had potential for increasing or decreasing role self confidence. One young 

student voiced how floor nurses can particularly rob students of their tenuous hold on role 

self confidence in the c1.in.ical practice setting. 

You start out thinking tllis is going to be a great thing. I'm going to get to do 
something different. Like I'm gonna get to take care ofthls patient, start this IV ... 
put this catheter in and all these different things th.is patient needed and she (the 
floor nurse) would like, "You can't take care of.. You can't take care ofthat's too 
hmmmmm. I just don 't feel comfortable ofyou taking care ofthat .. . That wasn't 
good (laughed). I mean that was like, talk about things that don't build up 
confidence! And then it makes you trunk, because already you don't feel like you 
are capable of taking care of a patient solely on your own, but for them to be like, 
no you can 't come near them ... . 

Floor nurses were openJy antagonistic to students or were positive and 

appreciative of student contributions to patient care. Students rated h.ighly those nurses 

who were caring and helpful and became frustrated and angry because of perceived 



powerlessness when faced with tmhelpful nurses. Students wanted to feel they belonged 

and were pari ofnursing. 

Some of them make you feel more like a student. But today they made you feel 
like you were more part of a team than just a student. 

Some ongoing negotiations with health care personnel were unsuccessful and led 

to fee lings of powerlessness for students. Not only were there feelings ofpowerlessness, 

but also, actual lost opportunities for negotiating events leading to technical skill 
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acquisition. One young student nurse, anticipating a career working with adolescents, had 

very carefuiJy prepared for the experience of caring for an adolescent patient with multiple 

problems. 

There was one patient that we were gonna have that was in a car accident, and he 
was gonna be transferred to the floor from ICU (intensive care) . ... we did a write
up on him, ... and I even studied more in depth about diabetes and just his age 
Jeve~ being 16 . ... kind ofthe things that he goes through . ... and so I was gonna 
take care ofbim and I was excited about doing it cause I wanted to just, you 
know, .. .I just wanted to make the difference. And I remember going up there ... 
and said (bead nurse), I'm here to take care of room_. And she kind oflooked 
at me, like, ')to, you're not. " And she just told me no, today, we don't need you 
today." ... And my clinical instructor wasn 't there .. . I just kind of had to fend for 
myself and of course, I'm not gonna win against her. 

But students learned to manage with health care personnel who were less than 

positive about having students on their units, helping to care for their patients. Sometimes 

it only took a bit of"lubricant demeanor" (Cohen, 1 980) on the part of students. One 

student had been sent for clinicals to a telemetry unit before those concepts had been 

introduced in classroom. He had heard rumors from ot11er students about how this 

particular health care person would exact of students that they read an EKG strip so the 
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student was prepared for the negotiation . 

I decided to go ahead and tell her up front. I ... we hadn' t done tills so 1 don 't 
know how to read it (the EKG strip). She's like, "We11, ya '11 should know how to 
do tlus, why do they send ya 'Jl here ifyou don't know?" I said, ''Well, ma'am., if 
you just take the time to show me how to read it, maybe it will help me and maybe 
I can try and do the next one. " I guess I kinda caught her off guard cause she just 
kind oflooked at me like, oh! And after that sl1e was real nice. 

Students were also affected by the passive ongoing negotiations between health 

ca re personnel and instructors. Health care personnel felt it to be the instructors' 

responsibility to worry about and monitor students. When there were many students per 

instructor, or the instructor was helping another student, or the instructor was not on the 

unit, students were left without the support they needed to learn. Students were caught in 

the middle, but their negotiations with themselves helped them understand the position of 

"the other.' 

They don't have time to deal with you. TI1ey thlnk that you're the responsibility of 
your instructor and you' re just in the way. I think at first in nursing school I 
thought that was really bad. I thought, I can 't believe you' re a nurse and you're 
not being nice to another student nurse, blah, blah, blah. And then I really start to 
think, if I was really busy, if I can imagine or be as stressed as I am, especially first 
semester trying to learn to chart and freaking out about giving a shot for the first 
time and little stuff like that, and multiply that times a hundred. And they're really 
Liable for the patient so to speak and the patient's care is totally up to them. Then, 
l think I would not want a little student hanging around me, too (laugh). So, it's 
been good and bad. 

Negotiating with health care personnel was frequently difficult for students. Some 

events \Vere very positive and some were negative. Students attempted to understand all 

sides. They practiced the "help me," routine which can be effective in negotiations where 

there is inequality of power (Cohen, 1980). The most difficult issue for role self 
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confidence in students was negotiating from a position they perceived as powerless. 

Perhaps events could have been positive if instructors more frequently advocated for 

students or taught students more about negotiation with the health care system. 

Instructors- "Build You Up or Knock You Down" 

Instructors, as one tnight imagine, are important factors in developing role self 

confidence in students. Lnstructors that are present, available, and encouraging to students 

build student role self confidence. 

I think instructors have a lot to do with it (self confidence), also. If they are real 
supportive and behind you, you just want to find out that much more and do as 
good a job as you can for whoever you're taking care of ... I feel that the 
instructor needs to be there and constantly reinforcing you and help you feel a lot 
more confident. Cause when 1 know what I'm doing, I feel a lot more confident. 

Some instructors were supportive and encouraging. Sometimes the support could 

be stressful as instructors asked students questions about patients' disease processes, 

medications, and health history. It was uncomfortable being put on the spot having to 

answer questions in the hallway or in the utility room as one was preparing to do a 

procedure. Later students recognized the rationale for instructor actions and more 

importantly, students realized what they bad gained from those sometimes uncomfortable 

negotiations with the instructor. 

Titis instructor, on every clinical skill that I had, Jet me get all my stufftogether, let 
me go in and explain what I was going to do to the patient. She did not try to take 
anything away, whether it be you know, talking with them (patients) or actually 
perfonning the skill. She was wonderful about letting me go slowly through the 
skill and was really patient and didn 't make me feel nervous or rushed. I got to 
actually learn from the experience! 
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It was particularly distressing for students to experience events in which 

in st ructors were late and were not available in the clinical area . Students were not allowed 

to perform any patient care unless an instructor or named preceptor was in the building. If 

tudents had arrived to the clinical site and there was no instructor or preceptor 

re pon ible for them, they had to wait until one arrived. Negotiating events such as these 

produ ced anger and again a sense ofpowerlessness. 

When you have the experience ofuh, instructors being very late, always being 
downstairs smoking when you need them and those kinds of things, it tends to 
chap me just a little bit since I'm paying for all this. 

Time with instructors was an important factor for role self confidence. Students 

wanted to know they were important. Instructors could show students were important by 

being on time, by caring whether the students were able to start the day on time, and by 

advocating for students with health care personnel. When these instructor activities did not 

occur, students were left to feel they were less than important and their role self 

confidence did not increase. 

When you don ' t feel you 're getting the attention you need or the time you deserve, 
then that can knock you down a bit. 

When students did not get the attention from the instructor that was needed, they 

p ursued other options. The most offensive option was missing opportunities to practice 

technical skills when there was no one to assist, but students called on other students to 

help who previously bad experienced a similar patient or had done the same skill; they 

sometimes did a skill by themselves; they sometimes called on other beaJth care personnel. 
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They were often proactive in their negotiations to accomplish goals. 

I had a catheter to do once and I think I would have felt a little bit more 
comfortable if the instructor was in there, but she wasn't and so, you know I had 
the RN along with me and uh, I did it. ... it was my second time doing a catheter 
and it was just nobody around and that ' s ... one time I needed somebody there and 
they weren't there. But, it kind of gave me a Little confidence boost, knowing I 
didn 't need somebody there. 

Ongoing negotiation in multiple stressful events with instructors, could be negative 

and detractive for student role self confidence. Most students come to clinical sites 

punctually. Students who arrive late in the morning tend to be behind the entire clinical 

day and usually experience some consequence from the instructor. One older student in 

the class who had been in the work force for several years and was particularly well 

organized, had a difficult time dealing with the tardiness of one instructor. When that 

instructor made a remark about students being behind with patient care, it sparked a 

reaction . 

. . . I just basically put up with it. Urn, except for one time. The instructor happened 
to be late, about an hour and ten minutes first thing in the morning and so 
consequently, all of us got way behind aU day because we couldn't do anything 
until she got there. So at about I 0 or II o ' clock when she said something to me 
about how far I was behind, I kind of like pinned her up against the wall and said, 
"Let me tell you something, lady. Why I'm behind is because you started this 
whole deal behind. So don't get onto me about being behind. 

Interactions with instructors that do build student role self confidence are 

sometimes misunderstood in the beginning. It is the custom of many instructors in the 

clinical site to ask questions about patients for which students have the responsibility of 

care. Students asked to explain the relevance of certain lab values or symptoms sometimes 
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feeltmcertain or unprepared. Anticipating these questions fi·om the instructor is anxiety 

producing, but it is particularly buoying to students when they are able to answer correctly 

and are approved by their instructors. 

I think when they challenge you or ask you questions or try to ... even though you 
may not like it at the moment, you're like, oh gosh, I don't know, but really later 
you realize that makes you learn and that gives you confidence especially when 
you can answer their questions right. It's like, wow! I know more than I thlnk I 
know. So l mean, 1 guess when they challenge you and it really builds your 
confidence when they real1y believe in you they think you know, they're like, "I 
have confidence you can do it. " I mean that does, that builds you up, you know? 

Because students had so many things to accomplish each day, they felt they had 

little time to waste. Classes in which instructors read the text to the student and did not 

give specifics were not challenging, did not make the best use of student time, and were 

felt to be a waste. Classes needed to contain substantive material and make student time 

attending class worthwhile. Not only were instructors to be prepared with content, they 

were to bring experiences to the classroom discussion that made concepts more easily 

understood or proffer tips that could be utilized in the care of patients. Students stated 

they expected to be challenged to Jearn and to think. 

I didn 't feel like the instructor really went through diseases ... just talked about 
generalities ... it didn't challenge us to think about what's gonna happen ifyou 
have this (certain disease). Last semester one instructor would take like forty 
minute breaks, 20-40 minute breaks, and I felt like my time was wasted ... it was 
like I came up here for no reason .... and the classroom was kind of a discussion 
time, it wasn't specific things that she had intended to talk about. 

One student who drove two hours one way to come to class successfully 

challenged a course by taking the final in the class at the beginning of the semester. The 
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student felt the instructor unprepared and class time a waste of time. 

I sat through a couple of classes. I was not driving down here for four hours a 
week .. . for (the instructor) to go through notes that we'd already bought (at the 
local copy shop). r wasn 't going to do it. I was not going to do it. I expected 
(name of class) to give me a greater background knowledge than what I already 
bad. And that was not, that was not what we were getting. And talking to the 
people who stayed in the class, they don' t know any more than I do. And all I did 
was sit down and look at the book before I took the test. 

Students wanted instructors who were glad to be doing what they were doing. 

Instructors should be excited about nursing and give credence to students' sense of 

anticipation of what they would one day be. Caring instructors were valued because they 

were role models and because they helped build self confidence in the nursing role. 

I think that student nurses need to feel like they are gonna be like their instructors 
one day and that it would be nice to feel like, we're the little nurses that are sweet, 
going around and to feel more a part of the whole nursing profession. There are a 
lot of instructors or teachers that don't make you feel that way. Instructors need to 
be excited about nursing and some instructors are not. 

But students do not want faculty to be too excited. As one student explained, an 

instructor who is too excited can be anxiety producing and a deterrent to building self 

confidence. 

One of my instmctors was really excited all the time, but she made me nervous, 
nervous, nervous . ... I feel like a fumbling idiot when I try to do things around her. 

Negotiating events with instmctors who were examples of what students thought a 

good nurse would be was not always easy at the time of negotiation. Tnstmctor 

e:--.-pectations of students could be high and could be demanding of time and energy, but 

reflection helped students recognize the skills they had acquired. 



One instructor was very thorough, very focused holistically on the patient. ... we 
learned a lot in post confe rence because she wasn 't one to rush through things. 
Another in structor was extremely holistic and really research oriented and kinda 
showed me a different aspect of nursing. 

In structors were important in negotiating events leading to skill acquisition and 

thus ro le self confidence. Students, with instructors who were helpful, encouraging, 

organ ized and challenging, learned, acquired skills, and developed role self confidence. 

Students extolled the virtues of th ese instructors. 

Peers - "Becoming Like Family" 

Peers were important to nursing students; not only for support, but peers also 

served such functions as providing group membership, cooperation, competition, and 
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evaluation of one another. Nursing school peers were descnbed as a family that developed 

from the beginning of the first nursing class where hardly anyone knew anyone to a group 

banding together for common goals. Ongoing negotiation of events with peers led to the 

development of a sense of family and the skills of operating as a family. 

The first clinical groups got to know one another better through working 
together ... by the end of the second semester we had all ganged up against 
anything we didn't like ... by the third semester, it was pure togetherness ... we're 
like family. 

Like families, individual members disagreed with one another about how much 

each contributed to projects, competed with one another, supported, cooperated, assisted 

one another, vied for attention, and took sides aga.inst one another. Like family siblings, 

negotiations with one another sometimes operated smoothly and at other times did not. 

Even ts in which particular family members appeared to "get away with things" occasioned 



discussion and discord. Negotiations led to varied outcomes where some students would 

''5-tand up for (that member)" and others felt "rules needed to stay the same for 

everybody." Some students just ''let things ride". Others "try not to get into it." Other 

students were distressed and angered because the manner in wllich certain disciplinary 

matters were handled were "unfair to me indirectly" and showed "a lack of 

profess.ionalism exhibited on the part of all concerned." Working so closely and being so 

freq uently together engendered stress. They needed some time away from one another. 

We need the summer off We've been together for a year and a half now, and it's 
you know, it ' s personality differences. We need time away from each other. 

As family members, it was important that students cooperate with their peers and 

be able to count on loyalty. Students voiced, " ... all in all, the class is pretty good about 

helping each other out." ''Everybody's always been more than willing to help." Help 

included listening ears, explanations of difficult concepts, and just being there when one 

needed to talk, laugh, or cry. Most students studied together to assist in acquiring needed 

knowledge and skills. 

I don ' t know of anybody that studies on their own. It ' s so much more helpful to 
get together. There wasn't as much in the first semester, but definitely now. I 
mean, exchange notes, just get together to study or call if you have any questions 
on the phone. Everyone calls everyone. 

There were exceptions to tltis togetherness expressed by two of the students, one 

old er and one young. "I'm not sure they give me a whole lot of support, I just keep things 

to myself I've always been that way .... they want to see my notes, the things I've done, 

but they don 't want to sit down and do it themselves. " The younger student stated, "I'm 
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to myself a lot of the time, it 's just the way I've always been. I've got to where I'm a little 

more open than I was. ' 

Cooperation among feUow students was expected when one needed help with a 

patient, with studying, or with general support. Supportive peers were lauded and given 

credit for building role self confidence, but some attempts at negotiating events left 

students feeling alone and unsupported. This was especially difficult for one student in the 

clinical setting. The student had patients with muJtiple problems one morning and had 

asked a peer to check noon vital signs on a couple of patients. On inquiry later, the vital 

signs had not been completed . 

... if you ask them to do something for you, it doesn 't get done. And then it's your 
tail on the line and it's just easier to do it yourself 

Humorous experiences with peers helped to build role self confidence by 

encouragement and support. Some activities in which students asked peers for assistance 

were granted even though the requests were somewhat unusual. Family members can 

request assistance such as the following. 

I'm in sterile gloves, I got my hand here (makes band motion) and I had the 
catheter here (makes hand motion) and my nose, it was not just a little drippy like 
when you can sniff it and take care of it. I was like (fellow student), you've got to 
help me and (the students) goes and gets Kleenex and blows my nose. 

Issues of competitiveness were events negotiated by students in several 

circumstances: grades, instmctor time, and teclmical skills. Competitiveness among the 

students, decried by some and accepted as n01mal by others, could add to or detract from 

role self confidence. One needed to feel as capable as one 's peers. Grades were a frequent 
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measure with which one compared one's self to one's peers. Negotiating the compatison 

events could lead to recognition of one's abilities or perceived lack of abilities and the 

subsequent addition to or detraction from one's role self confidence. 

You can 't keep that (grades) quiet. Pretty much everyone knows and even with the 
numbers we drew, you just find out. There' s a lack of confidentiality. People are 
just competitive by nature. That's the only thing I've not liked. 

Another competitive factor, but not ex-pressed by students as competitive, was 

competition for instructor time to assist in building knowledge base and technical skills. As 

children negotiating for a parent's attention, events in which students were left out and did 

not receive needed assistance or attention, led to questions of students' importance or 

ability to get help . 

So when that instructor is gone with that student to complete those complicated 
tasks and these other ones are kind of waiting there, you know, when are we going 
to get to have some help? 

Competitiveness to be able to practice sometimes scarce technical skills on patients 

led to negotiation with one's self as well as with one's peers. To build one's own role self 

confidence was a temptation. It was expected that if one student had already performed a 

certain technical skill on a patient and that same student had the opportunity to repeat that 

skill, the instructor would assign the skill to another student. 

Sometimes you don ' t have enough opportunities to do clinical skills and so when 
one skill would come up and you've already done it, and you have to let somebody 
else do it. .. .I was kind of stingy because I would want to do them myself: but I 
didn ' t. 

Competency issues were negotiated with instructors and peers. Students were 
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being evaluated by instructors, but students were also evaluating one another related to 

e:-.:pectations of competency as nurses, sharing, and equal effort. Several teaching 

methodologies are designed to teach students to manage personnel and other resources. 

During exercises related to these methodologies, students came to understand and 

eva luate their fellow students in other ways. 

A few (classmates) I don 't think are competent and that scares me. One time we 
had to rotate around as sort of charge persons and it was sort of hard because you 
realize what these people are like when they are not just your peers. I mean, 
they' re Jcind of pushy sometimes - you want to make everybody happy but then 
everybody has their own special requests and it's kind of hard to accommodate. 

Ongoing negotiation for class project participation could be a negative event and 

leave peers with anger and frustration. In order to successfully negotiate these instances 

and build role self confidence, one sometimes had to do more than what was considered to 

be a fair share. As in sibling relationships, not all peers were perceived to share equally. 

Everyone shares the same grade in group projects and that sometimes provokes group 

disharmony, but students felt little opportunity for recourse existed except to gripe about 

the situation. 

Sometimes ... we've had a few instances where maybe we feel like the whole group 
as a whole is loyal and works reaUy hard and maybe there's a person who hasn't 
really put forth the effort. And it's kind of irritating. A lot oftimes we talk among 
ourselves and gripe about it. 

Students might question one another in certain events but there were particular 

times when students relied on one another for the boost in confidence needed to move 

through a situation. Nursing can be particular scary when you are alone with a patient and 
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you do not know what to do to help the patient. A fiiendly face and helpful assistance can 

be just what is needed to move a student pa~t the momentary panic. 

In the clinical site more than once I've stepped out of a room with this panicked 
look on my face and two or three (peers) would just come to my aid. 

Tl1ere was also the reflection that nursing would indeed be a tough place without one 

another. 

... for the most part, there are a lot of people that are very encouraging. People 
that I would be glad to see coming in my room ifl was the patient. 

Peers outside of musing were fun for parties, "going around with," and made one 

feel good about being a nursing student because of the respect they gave the nursing 

student. Ongoing negotiation with social peers was different and difficult when it came to 

discussing issues in nursing school. When nursing students wanted to discuss nursing 

situations it was with nursing peers because one didn't have to explain so much. 

I think everybody in here are really the only ones that know what we're going 
tluough. You can tell your family and your friends as much as you can and they try 
to understand, but they can never understand. Only somebody who has been here 
really knows how stressful it is .... And it takes so much effort to tell them the 
story. I feel better when I talk to somebody who is already here and knows. You 
don 't have to explain everything to them, cause you can't explain it. You just 
can ' t. You can try, but you know that they don't understand, they don't know. 
They can 't know. 

One student added that when she was upset or just needed to talk to someone about a 

nursing problem, "I just talk to somebody in class." 

Ongoing negotiation of events for fom1ation and maintenance of group 

membersl1ip is an important source of belonging, comfort, and role self confidence to 
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nursing students. Members encourage one another. Members support and help one 

another beJjeve this nursing school thing can be accomplished. Members also compete 

wi th one another for scarce resources, vie with one another for instructor attention, are in 

di sl1annony when other members have special privileges, and are not loyal to the group. 

Like fanuly groups, ongoing negotiation can add to or detract from role self confidence. 

These students most often talked ofthe positive. "It ' s like when there are two of us, we 

can do it! " 

Significant Others - "Take a Back Burner" 

Significant others couJd also be a tremendous source of support and were often 

there for students. Ongoing negotiation with significant others in some events encouraged 

skill acquisition. One of the frequently acquired skills with significant others was the ability 

to overcome, inspired by humor, encouragement, and/or advice. Significant others couJd 

move students from situational depression and anger related to poor test grades, 

unfairness from health care personnel, and inconsistency in the nursing program They 

were there to celebrate victories gained by students in the clinical site or classroom 

I call my dad (when something happens). I can't tell you how many times I've 
caJJed my dad crying. All throughout college. ''Dad! " (Laugh) And of course, he 
always tells me the same thing. "You 've made it this far, you know, you're smart. 
You 're great. You just had a bad day." And I think you do, you have to think 
about all the times like, well, you did well on the last test .... You just have to think 
about yom triumphs over the downfalls. (Laugh) You have to think about those 
and you' re okay. 

Some significant others worked long hours so the students could devote their time 

to nursing school and not have to work. Finances were frequently an issue, especially if 



one member had ceased working to complete the nursing degree. 

Since I quit working when I started school three years ago, it's been a bit of a 
bind ... (significant other [SO])works a lot ofbours and [SO] works Saturdays. 
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And a lot oftimes [SO] works Sunday afternoon. So, [SO]'s away and I don't feel 
the pressure or feel like, "Can you go do this? Can you go eat? Can we go here? 
Let's do this." I have a lot of time to myself to study which is what I've needed to 
get through tlus. 

Negotiating some events with significant others was stressful and outcomes were 

ongoing. Significant others had expectations about student performance and about time 

spent together. Much time was spent at the clinical site or at the school completing 

projects and studying. At times, there would be one home where some students would 

congregate to study. Frequently, students were away from their significant others for 

periods of time. This caused some cliscussion between partners when study groups or 

clinical groups consisted of both male and female students. 

When things are great, you know, [SO]'sjust, "Great, I'm proud ofyou." and as 
far as test grades go, (laughs) uh, "Oh, well, you need to study a little bit better. " 
or ' 'what happened," or just something I don 't need to hear . .. . I try to make time, 
but it 's just having so much to do, it ' s difficult. I spend more time here than I 
spend with [SO]. [SO] just recently, this week talked to me about it. You know 
[SO]'s upset about it, and it ' s real hard ... 

Negotiations with significant others were at times impacted by negotiations with 

peers, instructors, or others outside the home. Difficult situations at school were often 

taken home and impacted smooth interactions there. 

Your family, it 's rea11y hard, the time you spend away from each other. When 
something happens, when things go haywire with the stress and all, any little thing 
can set you off Things happen here and you take it out on your family. I mean, 
that's the way things are. TI1ey're frustrated and you're frustrated. 
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Successful negotiation with significant others freed students to take care of nursing 

school responsibilities. The impact ofthat support was frequently recognized and 

appreciated. l11 ere was also a certain pragmatism voiced by the students that "this is the 

way things have to be for a while." Most family members went along with the students. 

AU of us are lucky because we haven't had any problems with it (significant 
others). My [SO] understands that it (tests activities, projects) is a really stressful 
thing for me. 1 know [SO] doesn 't let it bother him. [SO] tries to make it better for 
me, [SO] usually tries to be funny about it. Everyone understands, they're gonna 
take back burner to school. You have no life, nursing is pretty much your life. 

Significant others often had begun the educational journey with the student nurse 

and were continuing. Significant others encouraged, prodded, worked, and were truly 

' significant others' during student nurse matriculation. Support such as this enhanced role 

self confidence because someone else believed the student could and would succeed. 

Summary ofFindings 

Perceptions of nursing school and self confidence were related in interviews and 

analyzed utilizing Spiegelberg's (1960) method of phenomenological analysis. During this 

analysis several discoveries were made. 

Ongoing negotiation took place during many events in this semester and students' 

role self confidence grew. Students continued to negotiate workload and for the first time 

many were seriously considering what it would be like to work as a professional nurse. 

They were beginning to ponder how they would be able to manage the multiplied number 

of patients that wotLid come with a ''rea l job.'' Some were at the point of discouragement 

because of fatigue and disgruntlement with the system. This was especially true of one 
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student who had come to nursing school immediately after completing another degree. 

Right now I don ' t feel good about being a nursing student. I'm just ... I' m very 
tired. Very ready to be through. I'm frustrated especially the way they (instructors 
and department) have treated some of the students here. It makes me so mad. 

Others were exdted by the skill they perceived themselves as having acquired. 

They were happy to be where they were and utilizing skills and knowledge they had 

gained. 

Now I finally have enough knowledge base in the medical areas to teach somebody 
about stuffi 

Some were looking forward to "doing nursing" and the rewards they believed nursing 

held. 

I look forward to doing nursing. I'm an aide right now, but I still see people at 
(local department store) and that's pretty dramatic. I mean like they remember you 
and that aspect kind of makes you realize you actually did something to help them 
or hopefully you did something to help them. 

Ongoing negotiations with patients had taught them to look beyond themselves 

and their worry of removing another's clothes or waking them up. They now were 

approaching issues more from the patient's point of view. This was a large area of growth 

for students and expressed succinctly by the following two excerpts. 

l can walk into a patient's room and l feel comfortable because I'm supposed to be 
taking care ofthem and it makes it easier to talk to them. 

I would get frustrated, but then I would think, "How would I react with something 
like tb.is, 90 years old and in the condition she was in. " 

Ongoing negotiations with the health care system was also becoming easier for 

students because ofthe skills and philosophy they were gaining. Students were coming to 
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accept that nurses in the clinical site would not always be accepting or rejecting, but, "you 

just go to the ones that are helpful. " Students were learning to take what they needed and 

discard what they did not. This, too, was growth for students who had entered the clinical 

area e:\.-pecting to be cared for by the health care personnel there. 

[ thought it doesn ' t matter how they are. All I need to do is learn how to do 
correctly what they do correctly, not do what they are doing incorrectly, and get 
out of school and do things the way I think they should be done. 

From having negotiated with instructors, students were assured of what they 

needed from instructors. They needed the instructor to be there on time, equally dividing 

time between all students, fair and consistent with all students, helpful but not taking over, 

supportive and assistive when there were problems with patients, teaching when there 

were new skills to learn, praising when a job was done well, and excited about being a 

nurse and instructor. Negotiations with instructors were ongoing and sometimes the 

manner ofthe negotiations, whether successful or unsuccessful, building or knocking 

down, had to do with the progressive responsibility nursing instructors permitted students. 

This truly related to students who had successfully negotiated with instructors and had 

instructors recognize their developing skills. 

I felt pretty protected our first semester. I mean really they (instructors) took care 
of us. We didn 't get to do anything that would really burt somebody. I mean they 
didn 't let us ... you know what I mean. Titey would tell us before and then we 
reaUy had to show them what we were going to do. First semester, they pretty 
much take care of you. Then l mean they progressively move you on, and that ' s 
nice. By then, you've taken care of enough patients that you are competent. 

Ongoing negotiations with significant others continued and roused some 



excitement at this time because students and significant others were beginning to believe 

nursing school would truly have an end. There was only one more semester to complete 

and "surely we can make one more semester. " 

Summary 

The foJiowing summary describes the process of developing role self confidence. 

Role self confidence is constituted by the processes of ongoing negotiation and skill 

acquisition. Role self confidence is added or subtracted dependent on students' 

perceptions ofmet/unmet expectations and the significance ofthe negotiations for skill 

acquisition. Ongoing negotiation is interaction with others, self, or situations to attain 

skills. Ongoing negotiation is cyclical in that it proceeds forward and through events for 

skill acquisition and individuals also may reflect on the event for further negotiation or 

skill acquisition. Ongoing negotiation is described as hopeful, positive, pragmatic, fearful, 

anxious, negative, and survival Skill acquisition is the consequence of negotiated events 

and is dependent on student perceptions and expectations of events. Skill acquisition 

includes, but is not limited to technical skills, communication skills, knowledge 

accumulation, interpersonal interaction skills, and overcoming obstacles. Events are 

situations .in which students participated and negotiated skill acquisition. Events are 

multitudinous and daily for student nurses, but discussion of findings in this study are 

related to the most frequently encountered events of admission to the nursing program, 

clinical practice, workload, interactions with peers, patients, other nursing personnel, 

significant others, and instructors. 
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Ongoing negotiation is the process through which the phenomenon role self 

confidence is constituted. Students might elect or ignore events and thus choose to 

negotiate those events or not. lf students elected to negotiate, skill acquisition could occur 

or cou.ld fail to occur and thus effect the addition to or detraction from role self 

confidence. Events occurred in every phase of student matriculation. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

Nurse effectiveness and patient safety often depend on nurses ' ability to act 

confidently to remedy patient health problems. Nursing school, building on that academic 

self confidence from freshman and sophomore courses, added another type of confidence, 

self confidence needed in the professional nursing role. The purpose of this 

phenomenological study was to describe the experiences of nursing students in developing 

the self confidence required for professional nursing roles. Through individual interviews, 

group interviews and reflective diaries, student nurses related vignettes of their education 

and experiences that led to the description of role self confidence development. 

Summary 

In using Spiegelberg's method of analysis, discovery ofthe essences, particulars, 

and relationships of the phenomenon called role self confidence occurred as student nurses 

related stories and ex.-periences of their nursing school matriculation. Interviews and 

reflective diaries were collected with student nurses from a small baccalaureate nursing 

program in East Texas and confirmatory interviews and reflective diaries were collected 

from a baccalaureate nursing program located in the Gulf Coast region ofTexas. A total 

of seventeen individual audio taped interviews were collected utilizing a semi structured 

interview guide (Appendix D). Four group interviews were collected (Appendix E) and 

students returned 22 reflective diaries (Appendix F). The interview questions were open

ended to allow students to reflect and share their perceptions of reality in student 
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development. Add.itional probe questions were frequently asked to clarifY or seek 

additional student perceptions. Interviews were transcribed; then interviews and reflective 

diaries were read multiple times in order to begin to intLLit common essences of polarity in 

student oral reflections. As these essences were intuited, a general sense of events were 

foun d. Students were repeatedly describing similar events and similar outcomes. These 

events fitted into categories that bad the potential to add to or subtract from role 

con£deoce. Clusters of essences formed particulars that were named ongoing negotiation, 

skill acqu.isition, and events. With further analysis of the particulars, relationshlps between 

ongoing negotiation, skill acquisition, and events became apparent. These relationsh.ips are 

defined as follows. 

Role self confidence is constituted by the process of ongoing negotiation. Students 

negotiate multiple events during matriculation in nursing school. Through each event the 

student negotiates, role self confidence is added or subtracted dependent on students' 

perceptions of skill acquisition. Ongoing negotiation consists of interaction with others, 

self, or situations to attain skills. Ongoing negotiation is bidirectional in that it proceeds 

forward to events for skill acquisition and individuals may reflect back on the event for 

further negotiation or skill acquisition. Ongoing negotiation is described as hopeful, 

positive, pragmatic, fearful , anxious, negative, and survival. Skill acquisition is the 

consequence of negotiated events and is dependent on student perceptions, ex-pectations, 

and capabilities. Skill acquisition includes, but is not limited to technical skills, 

communjcation skills, knowledge accumulation, iuterpersonal interaction skills, and 
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o ercoming obstacles. Events are situations in which students participated and negotiated 

skill acquisition. Events are multitudinous and daily for student nurses, but discussion of 

findings in this study are related to the most frequently encountered events of admission to 

the nursing program, workload, clinical practice, and interactions with peers, patients, the 

health care system, significant others, and instructors. The more successful the ongoing 

negotiations of students, the more skills were acquired; the greater the skills acquired, the 

greater the development of role self confidence. 

Students involved in the interviews were given opportunity to review and validate 

the findings. They reported the findings to be accurate and a true rendition of developing 

self confidence in the nursing role. 

Discussion ofFindings 

Relationships between ongoing negotiation, events, and skill acquisition have been 

described in student nurse development of role self confidence. Role self confidence truly 

exists and is part of the socialization process students traverse as they anticipate entering 

nursing school, enter nursing school, and negotiate classes and labs of nursing school. The 

foJiowing is a description of particulars named ongoing negotiation, events, and skill 

acquisition as they relate to the development of role self confidence in student nurses. 

Ongoing Negotiation 

During interviews, students did not reveal the term negotiation, but did speak of 

interactions witb others and with self Cohen (1980) named these interactions 

negotiations. Ongoing negotiation took place according to student needs and through 
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these negotiations student nurses acquired skills and thence role self confidence. 

Admission to nursing school was an ongoing negotiation that was both positive 

and negative. Some students were accepted, but some were denied admission. Excitement 

accompanied letters of acceptance to nursing school. Students had gained admission 

through ongoing negotiations with other schools for transcripts, registrars, and nursing 

school representatives. Admission was a positive negotiation for students who were 

accepted. Some students, though disappointed when denied admission, kept on 

negotiating and were eventually accepted. Some did not continue to negotiate. 

Ongoing negotiation continued as students entered classes and began clinical 

practice. These students, as well as students in Olesen and Whittaker's (1968) study of 

student nurses, entered nursing school with the desire to do nursing. The difference 

between student conception of nurse education and course objectives oftheory and 

practice is one ofthe first negotiations students make on admission. Student lack of 

understanding of curriculum goals, of educational methodologies for theory and technical 

skills Jed them to believe they were not acquiring the skills they needed to develop. 

Students did not always have skills to negotiate successfully and, similar to the students in 

Stein s (1967) study, when there was poor or no exchange ofinfonnation between 

instructors and students, students were stressed. 

Clinical practice offered opp01tunities for students to negotiate with nursing 

program representatives and "~th health care personnel. Managers of the program and 

course content had opportunity to be responsive to student needs and concerns when 
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students found program practices and instructor methodologies that were or were not 

helpful to them. Students had entered the program and given over portions oftheir ability 

to make decisions about course work to the nursing school and its curriculum Because 

students bad ceded to the nursing school the right to determine much of their course 

work, students believed they were owed certain benefits. Faculty, course, and clinical 

agency evaluations offered students opportunities for ongoing negotiations, but students 

reported feelings of impotence when they perceived no response to these evaluations from 

instructors and/or the program. This was similarly expressed in Coleman's (1973) writings 

of corporations or employers not responding to issues of employee dissatisfaction. 

E mployees believed their right to benefit had been unrecognized. 

Students negotiated workload in various manners to build role self confidence. 

TI1ey built support groups of peers for studying and class projects. Students talked to the 

students in the class ahead ofthem and queried them about instructors' tests, expectations, 

and manner ofhandling student issues, just as Olesen and Whittaker (1968) found informal 

student communication networks in which students negotiated with other students to 

manage faculty and class work. Each study discovered that students learned what was 

expected by each instructor, determined what was reasonable for themselves and their 

significant other(s), and began to settle into a routine. Students learned to manage time for 

reading care maps, and skills practice much as the medical students in Becker, Geer, 

Hughes and Strauss' s (1961) study by making pragmatic decisions about what they would 

study, how they would study, and how much they would study. 
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Students were interdependent as they negotiated workload. Kumar ( 1997) found 

negotiation to be a mechanism for managing interdependence among actors; not a 

discrete, linear process but cycles with progressive and regressive stages that affected 

goals and interpersonally based activities. Tltis was certainly true of students interviewed 

for this study. Students were interdependent with patients, with health care workers, with 

instructors, peers, and significant others. Successful negotiation increased student 

knowing, student performance, or a combination of the two. Ongoing negotiation that was 

not successful produced no skill acquisition and no addition of role self confidence. 

Ongoing negotiation can be neutral, also, in which students neither gain nor lose role self 

confidence. 

Ongoing negotiation with patients produced anxiety, some fear and awe, yet was 

very important to students for building role self confidence. These emotions of anxiety, 

fear, and awe were consistent with those found by Becker et al. ( 1961) in studying medical 

students. Similar emotions were found in a study of nursing students by Olesen and 

Whittaker (1968). Sometimes ongoing negotiation was cooperative as when students 

negotiated with a patient through a procedure. Thjs cooperative negotiation with a patient 

was described by Smeltzer (1991) as an event with a win-win outcome. The patient had 

the benefit of the procedure and the student the outcome of skill acquisition and increased 

role self confidence. Sometimes ongoing negotiations were negative as with screaming 

patien ts when nothing the student negotiated appeared to be positive for the patient. 

Other opportunities for student ongoing negotiation came with the association 
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with health care workers. Students came in contact with this group during the clinical 

practice portion of their education. The social order of the .health care system and the 

clinjcal settings within that order were rich environments for ongoing negotiation. 

Students desired health care personnel to validate their competencies, to legitimize them 

(Strauss, 1978; Windsor, 1987). Students recognized, and tills is consistent with Strauss's 

( 1978) writings related to legitimation, that ex-perienced practitioners could provide 

technical skill practice, helpfuJ information, and affinnation. The students' beliefis also 

consistent with Benner' s (1984) theory that proficient or expert clinicians are of much 

benefit to novice or advanced beginner nurses and with Schon's (1987) beliefthat mentors 

from professionals in the students' chosen profession could provide reflection-on-action 

ex-periences for students that encouraged the relating of theory to practice and built the 

knowing-in-action professional nurses need. There was much to gain for the students in 

the cliillcal setting among practitioners of their to-be profession and there was nothing 

better increasing role self confidence than to have a mentor consider them a contributing 

member of the day's team 

Instructors, also bad much potential for increasing role self confidence. In ongoing 

negotiation with instructors, students were cognizant that instructors made the rules and 

there was not always room for negotiation of those rules. Students fe1t, as described by 

Cohen (1 980), that instructors exercised control over them and they (the students) could 

onJy "gripe. " They sometimes recognized that as a group committed to change certain 

situations, they had more power and could and actually did change situations such as 
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inadequate clinical sites and poorly made tests. Successes in group negotiation led to 

increased group confidence for further negotiation in other areas. These findings were 

consistent with Coleman ' s ( 1973) writings that coalitions do exert more negotiating power 

than individuals. Sometimes, as students negotiated as a group, relationships with 

instructors became strained and sometimes adversariaJ. Similarly, Fisher, Ury, and Patton 

( 1991) discussed use of group negotiations in relationships as related to win-loss 

negotiations and found win-loss negotiations endangered ongoing relationships. Students 

were interested in maintaining relationships with instructors because student evaluations 

resided with the instructor. 

Students were also interested in maintaining relationships with peers, but at times 

ongoing negotiation with student peers could be competitive as students vied with peers 

for scarce skills. Smeltzer (1991) described this as win-lose negotiations. Students 

negotiated with peers for grades, for technical skill practice, and for instructor time. 

Students ranked their peers in issues such as grades and care giving and this indicated 

someone was at the bottom of the list. Students expressed a dislike of the competitiveness, 

because competitiveness decreased self confidence in some students and in certain events 

pitted students against one another. In one such situation reported by the students, much 

energy and frustration was expended taking sides and negotiating a divisive issue that 

depleted emotional energy and distracted students from studying. Students reported being 

frustrated, tired, and ready for their schooling to be completed. Students had negotiated 

cooperatively to successfully manage workload, but this was a competitive negotiation 



much like the one that Johnson and Johnson ( 1984) described as interfering with 

cooperative skills and producing low self esteem. 

Events 

Ongoing ?egotiation, whether competitive or cooperative, occurred with events 

students encountered during nursing school. Nierenberg ( 1973) stated that needs were 

events for negotiation. Needs verbalized by student nurses and negotiated in this study 

included being admitted to nursing schoo~ more clinical practice, lessened workload, 

rewarding patient care situations, and positive interactions with instructors, health care 

workers, and peers. These events included people, situations, or tasks that were 

successfully or unsuccessfully negotiated for skills. Students reflected on these 

negotiations and learned to better negotiate for greater skill outcomes in subsequent 

events. 
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Admission to nursing school appeared as the first event of which several students 

spoke. An initial negative impression ofthe nursing school from a departmental 

representative prompted some students to change to other majors. These students didn't 

want to be told nursing school would take all their time and they would have a tough time 

completing the course. They had been successfiu before and the majority believed, as did 

the students in Olesen & Whittaker's (1968) study, that they would do well in nursing 

school. 

Students verbalized clinical practice was real nursing and was something that was 

important for them to do well. They wavered in confidence when exposed to new events, 
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but perfonned approp1iately especially ifthey had perfonned similar skills previously. 

Students verbalized that ex.tra clinical practice would make them feel more competent and 

less stressed about being a new graduate in the work place. It has been previously 

reported that nursing students do indeed feel more competent with added clinical practice 

and these feelings of confidence and competency carry over to students' professional lives 

(Clayton, Broome, & Ellis, 1989). Added clinical practice would lead to an already heavy 

workload. 

Workload was an event through which students acquired new study and test

taking skills, and clinical skills. All ofthe students interviewed successfully completed the 

classes in which they were enrolled. During the interviews several of the students were 

planning how they would negotiate the next semester when they would have three classes 

and three clinical rotations! Becker, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss (1961) also found their 

students to be successful by making pragmatic decisions about what they would study, 

how they would study, and how much they would study. Students, in this study as well as 

in a study by Becker et al. {1961), entered school desiring to Jearn everything so they 

could provide the best care for patients they would encounter . 

. Patients were a pa1t of the clinical practice setting events. Patient events were 

generaUy found to increase role self confidence because of the fiiendliness, the gratitude, 

and tbe positive strokes patients often gave to students. This finding in student interviews 

corroborated similar findings by Olesen and Whittaker ( 1968) that patients legitimized 

students and helped them to understand that nursing was truly the profession for them. 
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ln the social order of the health care system not only did students negotiate patient 

events but health care personnel events as well. These events were important to beginning 

students as they negotiated for sk.i11 acquisition. Students in th.is study as well as Olesen 

and Whittaker' s ( 1968) desired hea.lth care personnel to legitimize them, to accept them as 

a part of the system, and offer assistance when needed (Hickman, 1993). Health care 

personnel are role models for students and students quickly understood health care 

personnel could give aid or refuse aid. Students reported a respect and desire to emulate 

the knowledge, experience, and ability to perform technical skills they found in health care 

personnel. Students also reported situations in which they observed questionable practice 

standards from some personnel as "something I've decided I won't do in my practice." 

Students spoke of the differences in classroom/lab learning and what was observed at the 

clinical practice site. When student found divergence in classroom learning and clinical 

practice site procedure, they often opted for the, "when in Rome do as the Romans do." 

Olesen and Whittaker's (1968) reported students practicing similarly because it made it 

easier for students to negotiate health care personnel events. 

Events with instructors were negotiated frequently in the program and could be 

positive or negative dependent on event characteristics. Some students mentioned the 

qualities of instructors they desired to emulate and one male student used the term, 

"another Ms. Nightingale. " The student described that as the highest compliment one 

could bestow on an instructor. An instructor who was a "Ms. Nightingale" was ethical in 

practice, cared for students as people, was knowledgeable, and provided classroom and 
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clinical ex-periences that wouJd prepare students to be successful professionals. This 

description coincided with findings by Annington, Reinikke, and Creighton ( 1972) that 

qualities rated high in instructors included enthusiasm, ex-perts in their field, encouraging 

to students, organized, and fair testing. Ongoing negotiation with instructors of the 

Nightingale character usually produced skill acquisition that enhanced role self confidence. 

Similarly, Karabenick and Sharma ( 1994) wrote that students who perceive instructor 

negotiations to be supportive were more apt to ask questions to further their learning or to 

clarifY points at issue. 

Student peer events manifested a cuJture that included socialization, support, 

membership, and recreation consistent with that reported by Lindop ( 1991) and Mahat 

( 1996). Students described how the group formed ''family", how they studied together, 

how they banded together to refute negative situations, how they griped together to 

relieve frustration, and how they listened to one another when someone had a particularly 

draining day in clinical practice. This development of family type support was also found 

to be true in studies by Becker et al (1961) and Olesen and Whittaker (1968). 

In events with significant others, students negotiated for legitimation of the role of 

student nurse. Many of these significant others had encouraged admission to this 

profession wbich was similar to the findings of Olesen and Whitaker (1968), some family 

members had modeled life in this profession, and were giving ongoing support, both 

fina ncial and emotional. 

All events, whether with health care personnel, patients, instructors, or peers were 



negotiated with the goal of skill acqujsition. Successful skill acquisition added to the 

development of role self confidence. 

Skill Acquisition 

1 12 

Skill acquisition was found to be the outcome of student ongoing negotiation of 

events. Students nurses were involved in many events that could be negotiated in order to 

add psychomotor skills, counseling skills, teaching skills, or knowledge itself to their 

student skill repertoire. With skill acquisition came role self confidence over time with 

knowledge and ex-perience. Students reported being more confident in their role during 

this semester than they were during the previous semester and related this to completion 

of another clinical practice rotation and the acquisition of more technical skills. This 

outcome was congruent with the increased confidence and competence accompanying 

increased experience that was reported by Dobbs (1988), Hughes, Wade, and Peters 

( 1991 ), and Windsor ( 1987). 

Students reported technical skills and caring for patients was stressful, but time 

after time students reiterated how necessary they perceived technical skills to be for their 

role self confidence. They verbalized that extra clinical practice made them feel more 

competent and less stressed. Student focus for skill acquisition was primarily on technical 

skills and how to do those skills well. Benner (1984) described a similar pattern in writing 

of the rule driven, concrete novice who tends to focus on technical skills. Students were 

confident that role self confidence would continue to build if more clinical practice were 

available. 
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There was much to gain for students in the clinical setting among practitioners of 

their to-be profession. Positive communication, as a result of negotiation with health care 

personnel was prized but not always the reality. Students reported that personnel ignored 

the~ refused to allow them to care for certain patients, and were negative about student 

participation on the units. Students related that being ignored or refused the care of certain 

patients engendered lac~ of confidence, frustration, and missed opporturuty to acquire 

skills. Students already had feelings oflack of ability in caring for patients and missed 

opportunities magnified those feelings. Student feelings oflack of confidence and 

frust ration represent negative outcomes of competitive negotiation as shown by Fisher, 

Ury, and Patton (1991). Students wanted health care personnel to legitimize them and help 

them gain skills and confidence needed in their role which was also what Hickman (1993) 

found. Legitimacy for students was finding the boundaries of their capabilities (Strauss, 

1978) and students believed health care personnel could help them find those boundaries. 

Successful ongoing negotiation with health care personnel assisted students in 

acquiring skills oftime management, prioritizing, assessment, technical skills, and teaching 

wJllch are skills Benner ( 1984) believes must occur for the novice to move from the novice 

to advanced beginner nurse and thence to more advanced levels of practice. Negotiating 

v..rith health care personnel included negotiating with one's self to manage the transition 

between the classroom setting and the clinical practice setting. Kramer ( 1974) found those 

wh o were successful in negotiation with self to make this transition were more likely to be 

sat isfied and to stay in nursing. 
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Unsuccessfitl negotiation with health care personnel sometimes occurred and 

relationships between professionals and students suffered in these negotiations. Health 

care personnel have experience and infonnation for cooperative negotiation, but because 

of time constraints, disinterest, or choice, choose win-lose situations in which poor 

relationships are an outcome (Cohen, 1984 ). Students need relationships with 

professionals as role models to develop in their professional role. Unsuccessful 

negotiations included missed opportunities for patient care because health care personnel 

perfonned the care early and excluded students from providing certain care for their 

patients. Negotiating with uncooperative health care personnel decreased skill acquisition 

and role self confidence. Relationships between professionals and students suffered in 

these negotiations. Cohen (1984) described broken or poor relationships as an outcome of 

competitive negotiation. Students need relationships with professionals as role models. 

Students also needed positive negotiations with patients. Ongoing negotiations 

with patients could lead to skill acquisitions such as dressing changes, therapeutic 

communication, intravenous starts, catheterizations, and increased role self confidence 

when there were successful performances. Negotiation with patients who screamed with 

physical contact, with patients who were comatose, or who were negative intimidated 

some students and negative outcomes in these situations Jed to decreased role self 

confidence. 

Role self confidence could be increased or decreased via instructors. Instructors 

w ho were positive role models for the profession encouraged skill acquisition such as 



ethical stances, commLmication, negotiation, caring, technical skills, and socialization to 

the profession. Students who must negotiate with instmctors who were tardy to the 

clinical site, whose tests were perceived as unfair, or whose manner appeared to handle 

students inconsistently did not gain skills that led to role self confidence. 

Conclusions 

l . Developing role self confidence is an ongoing process of student nurses. 

2. Negotiation skills are needed for students in the classroom and in the clinical 

practice site. 

3. Students anticipate more "hands on" nursing than gaining theoretical knowledge 

when they enter nursing school. 

4 . Students believe the most important factor in role self confidence is the acquiring 

of technical skills. 

5. Clinical practice events are occasions for stress and important gain or loss of role 

self confidence. 

6. Legitimation and successful negotiation with health care personnel increases the 

development of role self confidence in student nurses. 

The truth of this study is that it is only a beginning, built on partial works of 

others, and needs more work toward completion. This thought is succinctly expressed in 

the following words. 

She knew that the words already belonged to him though they might still change, 
and that the story might lead both of them to the ending she feared. And yet, just 
because a story was a certain way didn ' t mean it would always be like that: stories 
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took their old shape with them and fu sed it with the new shape. She didn ' t 
understand yet how all the tangles of their lives would sort themselves out in her 
story, but she supposed that it would be like raking: not every bit of earth would 
be untangled at once. Her fath er had raked the earth behind the pay-library every 
week, and what she 'd learned from him was that raking bad to do with patience 
(Hegi, 1994). p. 524 

The same is true of student nurse stories. Just because tllis is the story today does 

not mean it will always be the story. Yet, it does mean, as Merleau-Ponty (1962) describes 

in his writings of perception, that the old will be a portion oftbe new. And, what bas been 

discovered today in tllis "raking" of student nurse stories of role self confidence is a 

beginning. With patience it is possible one could learn more. 

The truth, too, is that society changes, social orders of professions slowly change, 

and expectations of individuals change. It may never be a complete story but ever ongoing 

- j ust as role self confidence of the nurse appears to be in tbis preliminary study 

bnplications 

Clinical practice rotations appear to be the site for beginning stress and lack of role 

self confidence. This apprehension over clinical experiences was found to be true in this 

study as well as that of Beck and Srivastava ( 1991 ). However, clinical areas are important 

sites where infonuation learned in class is utilized to assess, treat, and care for patients. 

Instructors must be familiar 'v\~tb clinical sites in wltich students practice, must maintain 

professional and positive relations with staff, must advocate for students when students 

are powerless or perceive themselves to be powerless in the clinical setting, and must 

prepare the staff for students by infonning them in an appropriate and timely manner of 



student capabilities and needs. Staffrequire rewards ofthank you, letters of 

commendation, and support during times of increased work load and stress. These are 

issues ofnegotiation. 
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Clinical sites need to be judiciously chosen, especially if instructors are not present 

to assist students in negotiating events with other perso1111el and with difficult patients. 

Knowing that negotiation will be difficult with certain personnel should signal instructors 

not to assign new students to these clinicians. Students negotiate from a position oflesser 

power, but students who have instructors as advocates negotiate from less powerlessness. 

Instructors must bring these issues to class and to post conferences for anticipatory 

guidance so students feel supported, cared for, and prepared to negotiate. 

Negotiation skills are needed for students in the classroom and the clinical practice 

site. As professionals, students will continue to negotiate. They will negotiate new 

employment, new job skills, new patients, and new peers. As many times as negotiations 

are successful in skill acquisition, students will continue to constitute role self confidence. 

Anticipatory guidance for negotiation from instructor to student is a significant part of 

caring and nurturing students who are to carry on the profession with caring and 

nurturing. Dialogue with students related to negotiation is a form of reflective 

conversation (Saylor, 1990) and is excellent for post conference methodology. Assisting 

students to practice reflection about experiences in the clinical practice setting teaches 

crit ical thinking while exploring areas of concern. 

Students anticipate more skill-oriented learning when they enter a nursing 
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program. Rationales for the broad theory base that students must learn to practice critical 

thinking as required by NLN ( 1987) should be ex-plained to students early in the nursing 

program. Patients are u.nique in responses to disease processes and treatments, and 

students must be taught to observe patient progress/response and base their actions on 

physiological and psychological responses. Gendron (J 981) espoused starting where 

student nurse expectations are, and from there developing a broader concept of nursing at 

the baccalaureate level. This process could be implemented by introducing pre-nursing 

majors to nursing trends, skills such as vital signs, and observations of various stages in 

the illness process. Theories upon which vital signs and illness stages could be taught at 

the time the skills are taught During this preliminary time, class discussions led by 

practicing graduates of the program could focus on program goals and their importance to 

nursing practice. 

Much of reported student role self confidence development is related to technical 

skill acquisition. Skill acquisition is an important issue for students and occasions much 

discussion and concern for the day when they will be employed and expected to perform a 

'vide range of technical skills. Clinical preceptorsbips with expert practitioners (Dobbs, 

I 988) and extra clinical practice time in an area of student preference could be 

mechanisms for the additional clinical practice time requested by students. Encouragement 

of students by instructors to work in the health care field during the time they are in 

nursing school can enhance role self confidence by exposing students to patients, different 

disease processes, and the management of a patient unit At an appropriate time, 
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encouraging students to take the licensed vocational board exam and thus be eligible to 

perfonu treatments and give medjcations in the work setting can also increase the events 

students will negotiate with the potential for increased skill and role self confidence. 

Taking the exam is extra work load, but is beneficial to students who are desiring exira 

clinical practice. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

Further study of the topic nursing student development of role self confidence is 

needed. While several interesting and exciting issues have been discovered, this study is 

only preliminary. Education of students to become professional nurses is a privilege. 

Students place their faith in nursing programs and expect program representatives to 

provide what will be of value in their professional careers. With that privilege comes 

responsibility to know as much about student development, learning styles, and successful 

teaching methodologies as possible. This study offers discovered concepts to ponder and 

the following ideas to consider for future studies. 

J . Would beginning nursing students offer a similar description of role self confidence 

as senior students? 

2 . Is there a difference in role self confidence of senior students taught negotiation 

skills in their junior year and those senior students not taught negotiation skills in 

their junior year? 

3. What e~:periences are truly relevant to the development of students' images of 

themselves as nurses? 



4. An instrument to measure role self confidence needs to be developed to be used 

for further research and as a diagnostic tool. 

5. What interventions by instructors might promote the development of role self 

confidence? 

6. What is the influence of role self confidence on the transition from graduate to 

professional nurse? 
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TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 
DENTON DALLAS HOUSTON 

1130 M. D Anderson Blvd, Houston, Texas 77030 713f794-2114 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Patty J . El lison 

FROM: HSRC 

DATE: April 6 , 1999 

SUBJECT: HSRC Application 

Proposal Title : Tea and talk : The stories of student nurses. 

Your application to th e HSRC has been reviewed and approved. 

This approval lasts for 1 year. If your study extends beyond that time you must notify the 
Human Subjects Review Committee. 

REMEMBER TO PROVIDE COPIES OF THE SIGNED INFORMED CONSENT TO ME WHEN 
THE STUDY HAS BEEN COMPLETED. GRADUATION MAY BE BLOCKED UNLESS 
CONSENTS ARE RETURNED. 
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C~)LLEC.E Of :-: tJ J~~I:-.IC 
f t, ,u:o- IPnCt·ntn 
11.10 M.D. ,\ndl'r!O\,n l.ll\'d 
I fl ,u,h•n, TX 7i0~ti- ~ :·N7 

l'lhuh: : 7 13 / 794·2WO 

TEXAS WOMA N'S 
UNIVERSITY 

11 I '\ Il l'\. 11.:.1 I ,\ ~ I II I l L:" I tl -.o: 

T ea and Talk The Stories o f Student Nurses 

l hereby autho ri ze Pa tty J. Elli son to intervi ew me about what I think o r feel or believe 
abo ut student nurses and self confidence. !understand the purpose of these interviews is to gain 
understanding of what experi ences student nurses have related to self confid ence and how self 
confidence is exhibited in my work as a student nurse. These int erviews are a part of a study 
conducted by Patty J. Ellison. I understand I will also be asked to submit two cl inical diaries of 
interactions I have had with two patients. The diaries and the interviews are strictly voluntal)' and 
g rade points will be given for participation in the study. I understand I may co ntact Ms. Elli son 
during office hours at 409-468-1 776, if I have questions or concerns about this study. 

·I understand that the interviews, both group and individual, will be scheduled at my 
convenience. The interviews will last approximately one hour and \viii be conducted in a private 
office with only me and the researcher present for the individual interviews. The group interviews 
will last approximately one hour and will be held in the researcher's office. The individual 
interviews will be audio taped, if I agree. The interviewer will make written notes about the 
interview ifi don't agree to audio taping. The group interviews will be audio taped if the g roup 
members agree. Depending on the number of interviews I volunteer for, group and individual, I 
understand the maximum time commitment will be approximately three to four hours . 

The procedure for the interview has been explained to me and my questions have been 
answered by Patty J. Ellison. 

I understand there are no direct benefits to me related to this research . 
I understand potential risks for this interview may include the following . 

A potential loss of confidentiality is possible. I understand confidentiality will be protected 
by not using names to identify the audio tapes. Audio tapes and transcriptions of audio tap~s will 
be kept in a locked drawer in the researcher's office. Numbers ,,·ill be chosen by student s to . 

id e nti fy class assign ment s. 

I und erstand em oti o nal upsets may occur w hen reflecting on distressing situations. To 
p reven t these. l may re fuse to ans,,·er any questions. I may also terminate the int ef\·iew at any 

t ime l choose to do so 

I und erstand po tenti a l embarrassment mav occur aHl'r relating cert ai n incid ent s I also 
understa nd I can selec t the sto ries l ,, ·ill tel l and l ca n rcft1 se to ansm:r anv questions ,,·i thout 

pena l t ~· 

'·•·},·: . ....... .. .. ' \" I"" I ' ' . • , ,. , .. .. 
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I understand there may be some anxiety associated with meeting with the researcher who 
is my instructor. I understand I ca.n select the stori es I will relate. I also und erstand my 
assignments are known to the instructor only by number. 

The researcher will try to prevent any problem that could happen because of this research. 
I should let the researcher know at once if there is a problem and they will hel p me. I understand, 
however, that TWU does not provide medical services or financial assistance for injuries that 
might happen because I am taking pru1 in this research . 

If I have any questions about the research or about my rights as a subject, I should ask the 
researcher. Her phone number is at the top of this form. Ifl have questions later, or if I wish to 
report a problem, r may cal l the researchers or the Office of Research and Grants Administration 
at 940-898-3375. 

I have been given the opportunity to ask questions regarding this study. A description of 
the possible risks and benefits has been explained to me. I understand I may stop p3.11icipating in 
this study at any time without penalty. 

The audio tapes, if permitted, of this interview will be numbered and kept in a locked 
drawer in the office of the researcher. These tapes will be destroyed after the study is completed. 
I may contact Patty J. Ellison at the school ifi have questions abut the interview. I may call 409-
468-1776 during office hours on Tuesday, Thursday, or Friday. 

Signature: _________________ _ Date: ___ ______ _ 
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COLLI:GE 0 1' NU I(~ I Nt : 
I i o us lon Cl·nh.·r 
1130 M 0 Andl·r ~on Bk.l 
Houston. TX nO:W· :!SQ7 
f'honc: 713/794· 2100 

TEXAS vVOI'v1AN'S 

U N I V E I~ S I T \ ' 
I ) I r--: T (.) N I I> A l I A!'> I 11 (") U ~ 1 {) N 

I , th e undc.:r sig ncd, do hereby consen t to th e recording of my voice by Patty 
J. Ellison acting on tllis date and under the authority of Texas Woman's 
University. I understand that the material recorded will be used only for resea rch 
purposes; and I do hereby consent to such usc. 

I understand that the tapes \viii remain in a locked file in the office of Patty 
J. Ellison . Following transcription and data analysis, the tapes will be erased . 

Signature of Participant Date 

The above consent for audio taping was read, discussed, and signed in my 
presence. In my opinion, the person signing said consent fom1 did so freely and 
with full knowledge. 

Authorized Representative of the 
Texas Woman's University 

Date 
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INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Would you tell me how you decided to become a nurse? 

What was the experience of getting into nursing school like for you? 

What is it like being a student nurse? 
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Would you tell me about an experience that said to you, ''I can do this nursing thing." 

Tell me about an experience that said to you, ''I'm never going to know as much, be able 

to do as much as I need to be a nurse." 

Tell me what you think about self confidence in student nurses, things you experience that 

lead to self confidence. 

What is your favorite story about being a student nurse? 
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GROUP INTERVIEW GUIDE 

What is it like to be a student nurse? 

TeU me about the easiest and the most difficult thing you have had to handle as a student 

nurse. 

What made these things easy? 

What made these things hard? 

Who or what has there been in nursing school to help you feel you made the right decision 

to become a nurse? 

what do you talk about when student nurses get together? 

Tell me how you make it through a difficult situation. 
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REFLECTIVE DIARY 

NURSE-PATIENT INTERACTION 

I. Describe your initial perception ofthis nurse-patient interaction. 

2. Describe your perception of the middle of the nurse-patient interaction. 

3. Describe your perception of the ending of the nurse-patient interaction. 

4. How has this nurse-patient experience been different from other nurse-patient 

interactions you have had? 

5. What did you receive from this nurse-patient interaction? 
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